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Under extreme thermal gradients (~> 1 K/nm) significant asymmetric melting of current-carrying
highly-doped silicon micro-wires was observed. This bizarre phenomenon was explained by the
generation-transport-recombination (GTR) process of the minority carriers in semiconductors at
elevated temperatures. The finite element simulation model, using effective media approximation,
supported this explanation; however, the asymmetry observed in the experiments is significantly
larger than that obtained from the computational results. As the calculation based on conventional
non-isothermal semiconductor physics underestimates the exponential growth of carrier
generation near melting, the carrier concentration, hence the shift of the hottest spot because of the
thermoelectric Thomson effect, was underestimated.
In this work, a high temperature semiconductor model is developed where the continuity
equations for electrons and holes are solved and the energy exchange associated with generationrecombination processes are duly accounted for. Modified generation-recombination mechanisms
included in the model sharply increase the carrier concentration to ~1022 cm-3 at melting for silicon,
and the shift of hottest spot is closer to that observed in the experiments. This approach allows us
to calculate a more accurate melt profile in non-equilibrium conditions, which is also critically
important for designing phase change memory (PCM) cells. PCM is an emerging non-volatile
memory technology where electrical pulses are used to transition between high and low resistance
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states and where the thermoelectric effects are significant due to extreme thermal gradients (~> 50
K/nm) at high operating temperatures.
To adopt this model for PCM, characterization of material properties at elevated
temperature is required. In this work, the effective activation energy of metastable Ge2Sb2Te5
(GST) is calculated from device level high speed resistivity measurements data. The extracted
temperature dependent activation energy shows parabolic shape with maximum at ~450 K, and is
expected to correspond to a distribution of trap levels that contribute to conduction. Also, from the
simultaneous Seebeck-temperature and resistivity-temperature measurements of amorphous-fcc
(face centered cubic) mixed-phase GST thin-films, the Fermi energy of single crystal fcc GST was
calculated, which is 0.16 eV bellow the valence band edge.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Thermoelectric Effects
In presence of a temperature gradient the charge carriers in a material diffuse, faster from hot to
cold compared to cold to hot, creating a potential difference; this effect is known as the Seebeck
effect. The open-circuit potential (Δ ) is related to the temperature difference (Δ ) by [1]:
Δ
where

Δ

(1.1)

is known as the Seebeck coefficient.
On the other hand, heat is generated or absorbed if electric current is flown through a

junction made of two different metals; this effect is known as the Peltier effect. The Peltier heat at
the junction is denoted by [2]:
Δ Π

Δ

where Π is known as the Peltier coefficient, is the current density and

(1.2)
is the temperature.

If both temperature gradient and flow of current are present in a conductor, the heat
exchange depends on the gradient of the temperature dependent Seebeck coefficient; this effect is
termed as the Thomson effect. The Thomson heat is expressed as [2]:
.

(1.3)

These three aforementioned effects are collectively known as thermoelectric effects (TEs).

1

1.2 Thermoelectric Effects in Small Scales
The typical application of thermoelectric effects is thermoelectric generators (TEGs), where
electric power is generated from a heat source (such as radioactive isotopes, 238Pu, 235U etc. [3])
or waste heat (such as car exhaust gas [4]) utilizing the Seebeck effect, and thermoelectric cooling
or heating where a region is cooled or heated utilizing the Peltier effect [5], [6]. Research and
development of modern thermoelectric generators (TEGs) started around 1950s [7] and one of the
main goals since then is to increase its efficiency. TE materials are compared using a parameter
called the figure of merit, ZT:
/

(1.4)

where σ is the electrical conductivity, and к is the thermal conductivity. These devices are typically
large (lengths on the order of cm’s); hence although they experience large thermal difference or
applied potential during operation, the thermal gradient (~1K/μm [8]) and the electric field are
quite low [9].
Conventional semiconductor devices (transistor, flash etc.), on the other hand, have
become extremely small (lengths on the order of nm’s; for example, current microprocessors are
fabricated with 14 nm CMOS technology [10]). These are operated with the lowest possible
voltages and are thermally anchored to the substrate; hence self-heating is minimized.
Phase change memory (PCM), an emerging computer memory, where information is stored
as the phase of the material -disordered hence highly resistive amorphous phase and ordered hence
highly conductive crystalline phase [11]- has feature size compared to typical semiconductor
devices, but operate in non-isothermal condition. These devices experience extremely high
2

temperature gradients (~50 K/nm) during the set (amorphous-to-crystalline transition) and reset
(crystalline-to-amorphous transition) operations [2]. These extreme thermal gradients give rise to
a pronounced thermoelectric effect [12] that impacts the operation of the PCM cells considerably
[13]. The first report on the thermoelectric effect on PCM was made by Castro et al. [13] in 2007,
when they experimentally showed asymmetric amorphization of PCM dog-bone-cells and T-cells.
For a device with an asymmetric structure (e.g. T-cell), the volume of amorphized region becomes
polarity dependent and one polarity requires both lower reset current (to amorphize) and lower set
voltage, i.e. threshold voltage, (to crystallize) than the other. Suh et al. utilized thermoelectric
effect to design high efficiency ultra-low power nano-scale PCM devices [14]. A recent detailed
experimental and simulation study on GST mushroom cells shows that polarity dependent heating
caused by TE impacts all the thermally induced phenomena such as melting, crystallization, ion
migration, and holding of a particular state (set/reset) in a similar way, with one polarity of current
favoring all the processes [15].
Thermoelectric effects at small scale for material systems other than PCM were also
reported. Asymmetric light emission (which suggests asymmetric heating) under high electric field
was previously observed by Mastrangelo, et al. from vacuum sealed silicon (p+ polysilicon)
filament incandescent light source [16]. Asymmetric heating at small scale was also observed by
Englander et al. [17] and Jungen et al. [18]. But in all of the above cases, no intuitive explanation
of the asymmetric heating was provided. Later Gokirmak et al. observed asymmetric melting while
trying to produce single-crystal silicon by self-heating of nano-crystalline silicon microwires using
electrical pulses [19]. Bakan et al. performed extensive experiments on this topic and found out

3

that the hottest spot was consistently shifted towards the direction of the flow of minority carrier
[12].

1.3 Electrothermal Modeling of Thermoelectric Phenomena
Different modeling approaches have been developed to analyze thermoelectric modules, such as:
SPICE based equivalent circuit [20], multiphysics simulation [21], [22], system level modeling
[22]–[24], finite element modeling for stress evaluation [25], and even artificial neural network
for performance prediction [26]. Although the materials used in TEGs are mostly semiconductors,
in all of these models an effective media approximation and a thermoelectric approach is used,
instead of semiconductor physics, and the length scale of these devices is large (~cm’s).
When a semiconductor device experiences high electric current densities and temperature
gradient, such as in PCM devices, strong thermoelectric effects arise, and large-scale
thermoelectric treatment is not sufficient enough to explain the all the physical mechanisms. Selfheated silicon microwires show asymmetric melting due to strong Thomson heating [12], [19],
[27]–[34]. As stated earlier, the hottest point is always shifted in the direction of minority carrier
flow, which is counter-intuitive as electronic convective heat for majority carrier is expected to
shift the hottest location in the direction of the majority carrier.
One explanation of the fundamental origin of the asymmetric heating in semiconductors is
generation-transport-recombination (GTR) of minority carriers. Bakan et al. proposed that at
elevated temperatures considerable electron-hole pairs (EHPs) are generated in the semiconductor,
electrons and holes are separated and transported in the opposite direction under the electric filed,
and the minority carriers recombine downstream. Generation of EHPs consumes heat and
recombination releases heat, therefore an effective heat pump is established which overcomes the
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electronic convective heat and shifts the hottest spot towards the direction of minority carriers [12].
Starting from the basic expressions of the average heat content of charge carriers the relative
contributions of electronic convective heat and GTR were derived and an electrothermal model
was constructed using effective media approximations that showed the general behavior of the
asymmetric heating [12].

1.4 Semiconductor Physics Approach
The electrothermal model mentioned in section 1.3 uses equilibrium carrier statistics and charge
neutrality to calculate the carrier density and Fermi level from room temperature up to melting.
Using typical parameters for silicon and conventional semiconductor theory, the carrier density at
melting was calculated as ~1020 cm-3 which is around 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the
expected melt concentration (~5×1022 cm-3). Also, current continuity ( . ̅

0) is assumed which

implies no charge localization. These assumptions neglect the complex carrier dynamics, but yield
an elegant analytical expression of thermoelectric heating in terms of carrier flux and net
recombination rate. To account for the complicated carrier interactions a full semiconductor
treatment is necessary.
Semiconductor materials are characterized by their energy band structure, i.e. energy (E)momentum (k) relationships. As carriers at the minima of the conduction band and at the maxima
of the valence band are of the most importance in transport phenomena, in many cases only the
conduction band-edge (Ec), valence band edge (Ev), and the bandgap (Eg = Ec - Ev) are taken into
calculation. In addition, the electron affinity (χ) is required when hetero-structures are analyzed.
Semiconductor devices are often simulated by solving the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE)
using the relaxation time approximation, which is valid when the mean free path of the charge
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carriers is less than the device dimension [35]. In many cases, the electron and hole continuity
equations are used, which are numerically easier to solve than the BTE but produce similar results
[36]. Different semiconductor materials are defined with appropriate band parameters, conduction
band offsets, doping densities etc.
In this work, we have developed a semiconductor physics based high temperature nonequilibrium non-isothermal modeling framework keeping thermoelectric effects in main
consideration. We have implemented the framework in COMSOL Multiphysics for silicon devices
but it can be implemented for other material systems and with any other finite element software.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis
The finite element electrothermal model for thermoelectric effects using an effective media
approximation is introduced in chapter 2, and a vacuum insulated nanowire PCM is analyzed using
this approach [37], [38]. The performance of this device is evaluated using the existing
electrothermal model and compared with mushroom cell, one of the most common PCM device
structures. The numerical analyses show that the vacuum isolated PCM NW device requires 10
times less current to operate than the conventional mushroom cell, where lateral heat loss is
substantial.
In chapter 3, the limitations of the electrothermal model are discussed, and a semiconductor
physics based model solving for charge carrier density, local potential, and lattice temperature is
described [39]–[44]. The recombination heat and the electronic convective heat are incorporated
without using average macroscopic, effective media parameters (eg. Seebeck cooeficient) rather
directly using semiconductor parameters (such as: band gap energy, quasi Fermi levels,
recombination rate, carrier flux etc.). The model is used to simulate an n-type nano-crystalline
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silicon microwire self-heated up to melting temperature (~1700 K) demonstrating asymmetric
melting. The relative contributions of joule heating, electronic convective heat, and recombination
heat are evaluated, and the impact of the melt-solid interface on the heating profile is also
discussed.
This non-equilibrium non-isothermal semiconductor model is important for analyzing
PCM devices, where the crystalline-to-amorphous transition always goes through melting, and the
reverse amorphous-to-crystalline transition either goes through melting, or very close to melting
temperature. Regardless, in both cases, extreme thermal gradients and electric fields are present.
To use the model developed in this work for PCM, or for any other material system, semiconductor
parameters, such as: the intrinsic carrier concentration, carrier mobility, effective density of states,
bandgap, and recombination coefficients have to be modeled up to melting temperature.
Unfortunately, even for the most widely used phase change material, Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST), most of
these parameters have either not been measured up to very high temperature, or have contradicting
reported values. For example, the band gap of amorphous GST at room temperature is reported to
be 0.63 [45] , 0.7 [46], 0.71 [47], 0.74 [48], 0.8 [49], 0.82 [50], or 1.09 eV [51]. Furthermore, GST
has amorphous, face centered cubic (fcc), or hexagonal closed pack (hcp) phases each having
different properties. Within the memory device, the material can be in a mixture of amorphous and
crystalline phases. Furthermore, amorphous GST follows a metastable path as a function of
temperature during high-speed device operation (in the order of MHz) which is distinctly different
from slow measurements [52], [53]. Hence, for now it has been difficult to adopt this model for
PCM. In chapter 4, rather a step toward this direction, the effective activation energy (Ea) of
metastable amorphous GST is extracted from the resistivity-temperature data [54], [55] by either
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(i) fitting the ln( ) versus (kBT)-1 data with cubic splines or (ii) linearly fit ln( ) versus T data in
the whole temperature range. Ea-T data follow a parabolic behavior, with a room temperature value
of 333 meV, peaking to ~377 meV at ~465 K and reaching zero at ~930 K, using a reference
activation energy of 111 meV (3kBT/2) at melt, which indicates that the deeper trap levels are
accessed at higher temperatures. Furthermore, from the simultaneous S-T and -T measurements
of amorphous-fcc mixed-phase GST thin-films, the Fermi level of single-crystal fcc is calculated
to be 0.16 eV below the valance band edge. These semiconductor parameters are hard to obtain
from direct measurements, but crucial for the non-equilibrium non-isothermal model.
The integration of the semiconductor physics based model presented in this work with the
stochastic nucleation, growth, and amorphization model for PCM (also developed in
Nanoelectronics lab at UConn) will be valuable to study the complex carrier dynamics in PCM,
the outlook for which is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2 Electrothermal Modeling, PCM Nanowire
in Vacuum
2.1 Introduction
Phase-change memory (PCM) is a strong candidate for future electronic memory with the potential
to bridge the gap between the extremely fast but volatile SRAM and DRAM (read/write/erase
times of 0.2 ns and <10 ns respectively [56]), and the non-volatile but comparatively slow flash
memory (read/write/erase times of 0.1/1/0.1 ms for NAND flash

[56]) [11], [57]. In the

conventional PCM mushroom-cell a small volume of the chalcogenide material (most commonly
Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST)) is transitioned between amorphous and crystalline phases by appropriate
voltage pulses, thereby achieving two or more stable resistance states [58]. One of the key
challenges with PCM is the high power required to heat the phase-change element above the
crystallization or melting temperature (for melt-quench amorphization) [11]. Sadeghipour et al.
show that for a mushroom-cell only a small portion of the total power (~1%) is actually used to
melt the conductive crystalline volume [59]. The major portion is wasted as heat lost to the metal
electrodes, insulating material, and surrounding GST. In this chapter we describe the finite element
electrothermal model for thermoelectric effects using an effective media approximation, and apply
it to numerically analyze a vacuum insulated self-aligned GST nanowire (NW) to minimize heat
losses. A way to control the placement and orientation of the NWs is also proposed (Figure 2-1).
To consider alternative options for process flow three variants of the devices are analyzed, one
with only the NW between the contacts (termed as “GST-NW” device, Figure 2-1a), one with an
additional GST layer on top of the GST NW (“T-NW”, Figure 2-1b), and another with additional
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Figure 2-1: Cross-section schematics of the vacuum insulated NW device showing a GST NW with 10 nm
diameter and 70 nm height. The white quarter circles depict the vacuum regions. The current polarity shown
is referred to as positive polarity (a). Alternative device structures with one additional GST layer (30 nm
thick) on top of the NW (T-NW) (b) and with additional GST layers on top of and below the NW (I-NW)
(c). A conventional GST PCM mushroom-cell with similar dimensions [68] (d).

GST layers on top of and below the GST NW (“I-NW”, Figure 2-1c). Such structures can be
fabricated using conventional photo-lithography, reactive ion etching, and removal of a sacrificial
silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer covered by a silicon nitride (Si3N4) thin film deposited by low pressure
PECVD (~200 mTorr [60]) (Figure 2-2a-b), followed by CVD growth of crystalline GST
nanowires [61]–[66] (Figure 2-2b-c). The undesired wires that grow over the Si3N4 film can be
removed using a chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) process step (Figure 2-2d). A similar
device configuration with a vacuum jacket around the phase-change memory element has also
been proposed by Lung [67].
AAA
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Figure 2-2: Proposed steps for device fabrication. (a) A 100 nm thick TiN layer (bottom contact) is
deposited on silicon substrate by physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
followed by growth of a 50 nm thick SiO2 layer by sputtering and deposition of a 20 nm thick Si3N4 layer
by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). (b) A 20 nm deep circular trench with a diameter
of 10 nm is lithographically defined and etched into the Si3N4 layer by reactive ion etching (RIE) followed
by an isotropical wet etch to create a semi-spherical cavity inside the SiO2 layer. Gold nanoislands are then
uniformly deposited. The gap in the Si3N4 layer leads to the deposition of a single island in the cavity. (c)
Growth of GST NWs. (d) Chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) is used to remove the NWs formed on
the Si3N4 layer followed by deposition of 100 nm of TiN layer for top contact.

AAA
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Figure 2-3: (a) 3D visualization of an array of devices. At the end of each row terminal holes in the Si3N4
layer can be used as gas inlets for conformal capping of the NWs (e.g. Si3N4 using SiH4 / NH3 [60]). The
diameter of the opening and the gas flow rate can be adjusted depending on the desired thickness of the
shell around the NW and such as to seal the inlet opening at the end of this capping step. (b) Top view of
the array block showing the surrounding SiO2 support underneath the Si3N4 layer to hold the structure.
Sacrificial oxide etching is a common fabrication procedure for micro-/nano-fluidic structures [69].

2.2 Physics, Temperature Dependent Material Parameters, and
Model Description
The reset operation –amorphization by melting the active region of the cell with an applied voltage
pulse and then quenching it rapidly, thereby increasing the cell resistance by several orders of
magnitude– is simulated using 2-D rotationally symmetric finite element simulations with the
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COMSOL model that has been previously developed in our Nanoelctronics Lab at UConn [68],
[70], [71] to investigate the performance of the devices.
The Joule heating module within COMSOL Multiphysics is used to solve the current
continuity (2.1) and heat transport (2.2) equations self-consistently [68], [72]:
. ̅

.

0
.̅ ̅

.

where is the electrical current density,
is the temperature,

in (2.1) represents the drift current,
.

.̅

is the electrical conductivity,

is the mass density, and

(2.1)

(2.2)

is the electric potential,

is the heat capacity at constant pressure.

in (2.2) is the change in stored energy in the material,

is the net heat conducted out by Fourier heat conduction, and

.̅ ̅

is the self-heating

(Joule heating). In order to incorporate the thermoelectric effects (TEs), which we have shown
play a major role in the operation of conventional mushroom-cell [68], two additional terms are
included in (2.1) and (2.2).
gradient (Seebeck effect) and

in (2.1) represents the diffusion current due to temperature
.̅

in (2.2) accounts for the Thomson heat [72] which is

absorbed or released along a current carrying homogeneous structure with a temperature gradient
(such as the GST and TiN sections of the cell) [73]:
.̅

(2.3)

Peltier heat is absorbed/released when current is passed through a junction of two different
materials [72] (GST-TiN boundaries in this device). The TE terms (2.1) and (2.2) account for all
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three effects (Seebeck, Peltier, and Thomson) [72], however the simulator failed to calculate the
derivative across different domains (at the time of this work) and Peltier heat is not accounted for.
Hence it is artificially applied in the GST within 1 nm from the GST-TiN junctions where the
depletion region is formed and most of the minority carrier recombination is expected to occur.
The Peltier heat is given by:
Δ

(2.4)

The materials parameters for GST, TiN, and SiO2 used in these simulations are the same
as those used in ref. [68] where functions for temperature dependent material parameters, such as:
thermal conductivity ( ), electrical resistivity ( ), and Seebeck coefficient ( ), were constructed
based on experimental data available [27], [74]–[82] and plausible physical assumptions. Thermal
boundary resistances applied at the interfaces are also taken from the same source [68]. Constant
material parameters are used for Si3N4 (listed in Table 2-1).
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Table 2-1: Material Parameters for Si3N4
Parameter

Value

Electrical conductivity ( )

10-11 S/m ([83], p. 958)

Heat capacity at constant pressure (

711 J/(kg·K) ([83], p. 378)

)

Relative permittivity ( )

7.5 ([84], p 791)

Density ( )

2,200 kg/m3 ([85])

Thermal conductivity ( )

0.5 W/m/K ([85])

A built-in SPICE model of an n-channel metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
(n-MOSFET) is included as the access device. A gate pulse of 100 ns with rise and fall times of
25 ns is applied to the access transistor with a drain voltage of 1.2 V. The cell resistance values
before and after the reset pulse are determined by small read pulses of 0.1 V. The resistance ratio
is defined as Ramorphous/Rcrystalline.
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2.3 Thermal Profile

Figure 2-4: Temperature profiles of (a) GST-NW, (b) T-NW and (c) I-NW devices, and (d) conventional
mushroom-cell [68] near the end of the gate pulse for both polarities. The resistance ratio for each of the
NW devices is ~8×103 and is ~8.8×103 for the mushroom-cell. White contour regions indicate the solidliquid transition (modeled as an increase in specific heat between 873 K and 883 K).

Figure 2-4 shows the thermal profile for the three variants of the proposed device at 65 ns of the
gate pulse. The voltage of the gate pulse is such that the transistor current is sufficient enough to
achieve a resistance ratio of ~8×103. In the case of the GST-NW device Joule heating occurs mainly
in the GST NW. The temperature of the upper and lower TiN electrodes reach only ~304 K and
~309 K near GST boundaries respectively for positive polarity and ~306 K and ~307 K for the
negative polarity (Figure 2-4a). For the T-NW and the I-NW devices the temperature in the GST
layers in the vicinity of the NW also increases (Figure 2-4b,c).
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Figure 2-5: Resistance ratio as a function of the transistor current. The minimum current for switching
(IRESET) for (a) GST-NW, (b) T-NW, and (c) I-NW devices are in the range of ~17.5 to ~20.5 μA for both
positive and negative polarities. (d) For the conventional mushroom-cell ~135 μA and ~205 μA are required
for resistance switching for positive and negative polarities respectively [68].
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2.4 Comparison with Conventional Mushroom-Cell
The simulations show ~10x reduction in the minimum current required for switching from
crystalline to amorphous state of the active region (IRESET) for the vacuum devices compared with
that for the conventional mushroom-cell. Whereas IRESET for a mushroom-cell is ~135 μA and ~200
μA for positive and negative polarity respectively [68], all variants of the NW device require only
~20 μA (Figure 2-5). Unlike mushroom-cell, in the proposed device the active region (the NW) is
surrounded by free space. Therefore, heat conduction from the NW lateral surface (surrounded by
vacuum) is absent and heat loss due to radiation is also very small (Table 2-2). Therefore, the
dominant process of heat loss is by heat conduction to the upper and lower TiN contacts and
laterally through the Si3N4 layer. As only the top ~one-third of the NW is surrounded by the Si3N4
layer, the lateral heat loss becomes small. Therefore, melting and amorphization can be achieved
with relatively small current (~20 μA).
Table 2-2: Heat Contributions for GST-NW Device (at 30 µA)
Heat

Value

Peltier (upper interface)

9.86×10-2 pJ

Peltier (lower interface)

6.51×10-2 pJ

Thomson

4.77×10-2 pJ

Joule

1.76 pJ

Radiation

3.9×10-6 pJ
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2.5 Thermoelectric Effects in NW Devices

Figure 2-6: Joule, Thomson and Peltier power densities along the length of the NW for a GST-NW device
for positive polarity (a) and negative polarity (b) near the end of the gate pulse. The two shaded regions and
the horizontal yellow bar indicate the solid-liquid transition region (873 K to 883 K).

Besides lower power consumption, this device also has the advantage of being less affected by
thermoelectric effects (TEs). In the case of the conventional mushroom-cell, as melting starts from
the GST/TiN junction and because of the highly asymmetric geometry, thermoelectric heat is very
significant and results in a strong current polarity dependence: TE heat in the negative polarity
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cools down the active region resulting in higher current required for melting whereas in the positive
polarity it assists the Joule heating of the active region resulting in ~1.5x less current required
(Figure 2-5) [68].
Figure 2-6 shows the Joule, Thomson and Peltier power densities along the length of the
NW for the GST-NW device near the end of the gate pulse. Joule heating is very similar for both
polarities, and it is minimum in the molten section of the NW due to the low resistivity of the liquid
GST. Thomson heating switches signs (heating or cooling) depending on the current polarity hence
shifts the amorphized region upward or downward along the NW (Figure 2-4a and Figure 2-6).
However, due to the more symmetric geometry of the device, the amorphized volume remains
approximately the same, and so does the final resistance of the cell (Figure 2-5a). Lastly, although
Peltier heat at the TiN-GST boundary changes the temperature of GST at the top boundary
considerably (~70 K hotter for the negative polarity, Figure 2-6), this boundary is far from the
active region and the total amorphized volume is not changed. Therefore, in the proposed vacuuminsulated NW devices, the reversal of current direction has little impact on the ‘reset’ operation,
with very similar resistance ratios (~8×103) and minimum ‘reset’ currents (~20 μA) for positive or
negative polarities (Figure 2-5).

2.6 Thermal Cross-Talk
Pirovano et al. have studied thermal cross-talk (unintentional heating of neighboring cells) for the
mushroom-cell and predicted that thermal disturb would not limit scaling down to 65 nm
technology node [86]. Our simulations suggest that thermal crosstalk might hinder scaling of the
mushroom-cell beyond 22 nm due to lateral heat conduction through GST and silicon dioxide [68].
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The NW device has the inherent advantage of vacuum thermal insulation of the active region (the
NW) hence minimal thermal cross-talk.

2.7 Effect of NW Length

Figure 2-7: (a) Resistance ratio for the GST-NW device with different NW lengths. The length is varied
from 30 nm to 70 nm (using constant Si3N4 thickness), therefore the region surrounded by the vacuum
becomes 10 nm to 50 nm respectively. (b) Minimum reset current as a function of NW length.

To understand the effect of NW length on the performance of these vacuum devices, the GST-NW
device is simulated with different lengths of the NW. The radius of the vacuum semi-sphere is kept
equal to the difference between nanorod length and Si3N4 thickness. Figure 2-7 shows the
resistance ratio as a function of peak current for different NW lengths and the minimum ‘reset’
current for amorphization as a function of NW length. As heat is conducted out through the Si3N4
film and upper TiN contact, the molten region is always along the vacuum surrounded section of
the NW. With the decrease of NW length the ratio of Si3N4 surrounded portion of NW to vacuum
surrounded portion increases, therefore more heat is conducted to the Si3N4 layer and the current
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Figure 2-8: Effect of shell thickness on the operation of a core-shell structure for the vacuum GST-NW
device.

required to start the melting process increases. Hence to benefit from the low power consumption
of the proposed device the length of the NW should be greater than ~50 nm (Figure 2-7).

2.8 Effect of Core-shell NW Structure
The ~10x reduction in IRESET (Figure 2-5) is the maximum expected gain from the proposed device
structure. For reliable operation of the device, the vacuum isolated region of the NW needs to be
surrounded by a second layer to hold the GST NW together when a section of it is melted. A coreshell structure, where the outer shell is made of a material with significantly higher melting
temperature, is a possible solution. Jung et al. demonstrated a core-shell NW structure for phasechange materials by growing a Ge2Sb2Te5 (Tmelt: 873 K) core using VLS process followed by
deposition of a conformal GeTe (Tmelt: 998 K) shell [87]. A similar procedure can be used to
fabricate the vacuum devices. A more useful solution is to have a conformal capping of the NWs
with Si3N4, the process of which is outlined in the fabrication process (Figure 2-3a).
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Table 2-3: RSET*IRESET for Different Devices
Devices

RSET (KΩ)

IRESET (μA)

RSET*IRESET (V)

GST-NW

202

18.2

3.7

GST-NW (1.5 nm Si3N4 coating)

204

22

4.5

GST-NW (2 nm Si3N4 coating)

205

24

4.9

Mushroom-cell, + (-) polarity [68]

17

130 (220)

2.2 (3.7)

Nanotube-NW PCM [66]

1300

1.9

2.5

Wall Architecture [88]

×

×

2.2 – 3.2

The effect of this core-shell structure on the GST-NW device operation is studied by
comparing the minimum reset current for devices with 1.5 nm and 2 nm thick Si3N4 shells to that
for the uncoated NW device. The inclusion of the shell increases the current required to achieve
the same level of amorphization due to the lateral heat loss to the shell layer (Figure 2-8). However,
even with the 2 nm thick Si3N4 shell the minimum ‘reset’ current is still ~5-8x smaller than that
required for the mushroom-cell (Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-5).
Typically, the reduction of IRESET is done by scaling device size. The lowering of IRESET by
k times can be achieved by scaling device dimensions by k times, but it increases the electrical and
the thermal resistance by k times as well [89]. Hence, in addition to the IRESET, the product
RSET*IRESET is also an important performance metric for PCM [88]. The vacuum devices show
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higher values of RSET*IRESET, 3.7-4.9 V compared to 2.2-3.7 V for the mushroom cell [68] and to
2.2-3.2 V for nanotube-NW device [66] and wall architectures [88] (Table 2-3), indicating higher
read latency for this particular geometry of vacuum devices. Different geometries can be designed
depending on the specific speed-power consumption trade-off target.

2.9 Conclusion
A PCM device consisting of a vacuum insulated self-aligned GST NW is numerically analyzed
and a fabrication process for this structure is proposed. A small opening in a Si3N4 layer is defined
for sacrificial etch of an underlying SiO2 layer to form a semi-spherical nano-cavity. This opening
is then used to deposit a catalyst nanoisland inside the cavity and grow a single self-aligned GST
NW. Three variants of the device geometry are studied to consider alternative options for the
process flow. Finite element simulations are performed using temperature dependent material
parameters and accounting for thermoelectric effects (Thomson and Peltier). The NW vacuum
devices show ~10x lower current requirement and minimal thermal cross-talk when compared to
a conventional mushroom-cell with the same critical dimension (diameter of the GST NW or TiN
heater). Whereas the operation of the mushroom-cell depends strongly on the current polarity due
to thermoelectric effects, the operation of the NW devices –with a more symmetric geometry and
active region away from material junctions– is almost ‘polarity-invariant’ which can be a
significant advantage for array programming schemes. A core-shell NW structure, which may be
necessary to hold the molten NW segment, is expected to slightly degrade the performance, but
simulations show that these core-shell NW devices can still be ~5-8x more efficient than the
mushroom-cell. Vacuum insulated NW devices may enable lower-power and higher-density
phase-change memory.
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The electrothermal modeling approach presented in this chapter is very effective to
compare the performance of different PCM device structures incorporating thermoelectric effects.
But a semiconductor physics based model is necessary to better understand the impact of minority
carrier generation at higher temperature and carrier interaction at the melt-solid interface.

This work was published in IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices (TED) [37].
Citation: S. Muneer, A. Gokirmak, and H. Silva, “Vacuum-Insulated Self-Aligned Nanowire
Phase-Change Memory Devices,” Electron Devices, IEEE Trans., vol. 62, no. 5, pp. 1668–1671,
2015.
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Chapter 3 Non-equilibrium Non-isothermal
Semiconductor Modeling
3.1 Introduction
Thermoelectric effects have been traditionally thought of in the context of thermoelectric
generators (TEGs) and thermoelectric coolers, which are typically large-scale devices operating in
presence of thermal gradients [90]–[92]. The modern-day semiconductor devices are in nanometer
scale and are operated as isothermal devices. Emergence of non-isothermal non-volatile memory
(NVM) devices such as phase change memory (PCM) [11], [93]–[95], spin torque transfer
magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM) [96], [97], as well as other types of resistive
memories (RRAM) [98]–[100] has led to investigations on electro-thermal processes at small
scales [12], [19], [101], [27]–[34]. The underlying physics of carrier drift-diffusion and energy
exchanges associated with generation, transport, and recombination (GTR) [12], [102] and
electronic-convective heat (ECH) flow in thermoelectric devices is the same as in semiconductor
devices and in emerging NVMs. The typical thermoelectric treatment utilizes Seebeck coefficients
(S) measured close to equilibrium conditions [103], [104] to calculate heat exchanges in the
uniform materials (Thomson heat) and at junctions (Peltier heat) and the focus of the
thermoelectric research has been on synthesis of higher efficiency (ZT) materials [105]–[107].
However, the details of the carrier generation and recombination processes and contributions of
the minority carriers can lead to unexpected results [12] (Figure 3-1) and suppression of the
contribution of the minority carriers can be utilized to achieve higher efficiency micro-TEGs [9] .
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Figure 3-1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of lithographically defined nanocrystalline n+
silicon microwires suspended in air, partially melt using single 30 V, 1 μs electrical pulses. Longer wires
show more drastic melting and recrystallization at one end [Experiments and SEM imaging performed by
Ali Gokirmak].

Thermal gradients in the order of 1 K/nm (silicon micro-structures) [12], [19], [109] to 100
K/nm (PCM) [68], [110] and partial melting of the structures can be achieved via self-heating in
micro- and nano-scale devices. Thermoelectric effects and thermal transport are very strong in
close proximity to melt-solid interfaces in these small-scale semiconductor devices, where the
extreme thermal gradients are accompanied with even more extreme gradients in carrier
concentrations. The diffusion of the electron-hole pairs generated in the melt into the solid leads
to substantial thermal transport across the interface by (i) ECH moved with the free carriers, and
(ii) recombination of these carriers releasing substantial heat in the solid. Injection of substantial
number of holes into the solid is also expected to soften the material, making the solid-melt
interface less distinguishable. The difference in the diffusion rate of the electrons and holes are
expected to lead to local charging in and around the melt, which will equalize the flux of electrons
and holes in absence of an external electric field. However, the presence of an external electric
field breaks the symmetry by separating the electrons from the holes, injecting them deeper, away
from the melt-solid interfaces in two different directions. If the solid material is unipolar, direction
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of the minority carriers determine which side of the melt will be heated by recombination (GTR).
Hence, this process results in a heat flux in opposite direction of the electronic-convective heat
flux carried by the majority carriers, which is the only component of Thomson heat in metals and
the dominant component of Thomson heat in doped semiconductors at lower temperatures. While
GTR associated with the drift of the minority carriers is a component of Thomson heat, GTR
associated with diffusion of carriers can be considered as a significant contributor to increased
thermal conductivity at sharp thermal gradients and melt-solid interfaces.
In this chapter we describe a non-equilibrium non-isothermal semiconductor treatment that
captures heat exchanges associated with free carrier generation-transport-recombination (GTR) as
well as local charging and changes in the band structures as a function of temperature. We use this
model to analyze the contributions that result in the significant asymmetry we have observed in
pulsed self-heating experiments on nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si) micro-wires, where ~107 A/cm2
was forced through the wires with application of 1 µs, ~30 V pulses, generating ~1 K/nm thermal
gradients [12], [19], [27]–[29], [111]. These micro-wires were fabricated by Ali Gokirmak and
Nathan Henry by (i) patterning a highly doped (~1019 cm-3) nc-Si thin film deposited on silicon
dioxide, using conventional photolithography and etching, (ii) releasing the wires from the
substrate using a buffered oxide etch, while the two ends remain anchored to the substrate from
the larger contact regions [12], [28]. While it is possible to observe Thomson heat by observing
the blackbody radiation from self-heated micro-wires [16]–[18], [28] or observing the
amorphization profiles in reset phase change memory line cells [13], observing the change in the
morphology of nc-Si micro-wires self-heated with micro-second pulses [28] (Figure 3-1) has the
added advantages of (i) identification of the last point that is solidified, observed as a lump formed
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Figure 3-2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of (a) a partially melt n-type nc-Si microwire with
a 30 V, 1 μs electrical pulse [Experiments and SEM imaging performed by Ali Gokirmak], and (b) a p-type
nc-Si microwire experienced a slow dc voltage sweep and showing considerable fractures near one end of
the wire [Experiments and SEM imaging performed by Ali Gokirmak and Gokhan Bakan].

due to expansion of the resolidified regions (Figure 3-2a) and (ii) avoiding complications
introduced by changes in the material due to local mechanical stresses induced by percolation
transport [112], electro-migration and crack formation (Figure 3-2b).

3.2 Electrothermal Treatment of GTR
Thermoelectric heat can be defined as gradient of the product of the current ( ) and the average
total energy per free charge carrier (

) where q is the elementary charge, and Peltier coefficient

of the carriers accounts for the sum of chemical potential as measured from the band-edge to
the Fermi level and average kinetic energy per unit charge:
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Thermoelectric heat =

̅
. Π

(3.1)

In the case of bipolar conduction, (3.1) can be broken into the components associated with
electrons and holes [12]:

̅
. Π

̅.

̅.

(3.2)

. ̅

where n and p denote electron and hole respectively.
The temperature dependent Peltier coefficient (

) for the majority carriers can be

calculated using the measured S-T characteristics at low temperatures. Assuming that the material
is a degenerate semiconductor in equilibrium, S at higher temperatures can be the linearly
extrapolated. The contribution of the minority carriers lead to a deviation from this linear behavior,
giving rise to a turn-around and approach to zero in the S-T characteristics as the material turns
bipolar at elevated temperatures [113]. The Peltier coefficient of the minority carriers in
equilibrium can be extracted from the measured S-T characteristics if S-T and carrier mobility
ratios are available in the full temperature range, or it can be calculated based on a computed band
structure. In order to analyze the relative contribution of the GTR heat and electronic-convective
heat flow by the electrons and holes, we also need to know the recombination rate and the electron
and hole fluxes.
The finite element modeling considering the current continuity ( . ̅

0) and temperature

dependent pre-calculated equilibrium carrier concentrations show an asymmetry in partially
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melted wires with the polarity observed in the experiments. Hence, we have concluded that the
observed asymmetry can be explained by GTR overcoming the electronic convective heat flow by
the majority carriers [12]. However, the asymmetry observed in the experiments is stronger than
what was computed. The possible reason for this difference may be the failure of the assumption
of local charge neutrality and deviation of carrier concentrations from their equilibrium values at
elevated temperatures and close to melt-solid interfaces. Additionally, the maximum carrier
concentration is estimated to be ~1020 cm-3 whereas it is expected to be ~5×1022 cm-3 based on
latent heat of fusion of silicon (see section 3.5).
A more rigorous model can be constructed using a non-isothermal non-equilibrium
semiconductor approach which captures charge localization, changes in the potential profile and
the band structure, energy exchanges associated with generation-recombination and transport of
carriers, and deviations from equilibrium values [39]–[41], [43], [44]. The model we present in
this chapter is based on self-consistent solution of Poisson’s equation, drift-diffusion equations
and current continuity equation including appropriate carrier recombination mechanisms (SRH,
Auger etc.). This model can also be used to analyze hetero systems, such as PCM cells [68], using
electron affinity as a material parameter [42].

3.3 Semiconductor Model
The transport of carriers in any semiconductor material is generally described by Poisson’s
equation (3.3) and continuity equations for both electrons (3.4) and holes (3.5) [114], [115]:
.

.

.

(3.3)
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Figure 3-3: Definition of energy levels, (a) without and (b) with bandgap reduction.

1

.

1

(3.4)

. ̅

(3.5)

is the electron (hole) concentration (m-3),

where,

concentration (m-3),
flux density (Cm-2),
potential (V),

is the net impurity

is the ionized donor (acceptor) concentration (m-3),
is the permittivity (Fm-1),

is the electron charge (C), ̅

̅

is the electric field (Vm-1),

is the electric
is the electric

is the electron (hole) current density (Am-2),

is the electron (hole) recombination rates (m-3s-1).
Figure 3-3a defines the relationship between different energy levels in a semiconductor.
The vacuum energy level (
free from the solid.
reference energy level (

) in a material is defined as the energy at which an electron gets

can be calculated by adding the local potential energy (
) [115]:
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) to a

(3.6)
If we consider

0, then vacuum energy level becomes:
(3.7)

The difference between

and the conduction band edge ( ) is called the electron

affinity ( ), the energy that is required just to dislodge an electron from the solid and make it free.
Therefore, the expression of ( ) is:
(3.8)
Or,
(3.9)
The inclusion of

in the calculation provides with the flexibility of studying hetero

material system where different values of

determine the conduction band offset for different

materials. For instance, GaAs and Al0.5Ga0.5As can be implemented with their respective values of
electron affinity, 4.07 eV [116] and 3.57 [117] respectively, both at 300 K.
Valence band edge (

) can now be found by subtracting bandgap energy (

) from

:

(3.10)
Or,
(3.11)
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Figure 3-3b is a modified version of Figure 3-3a where bandgap reduction (Δ
doping or temperature is accounted for.
the relative change in
of our simulations,

) due to

is introduced as a unitless parameter that accounts for

due to bandgap reduction, hence 1

is the relative change in

. In all

is kept equal to 0.5, maintaining equal change of conduction and valence

band due to bandgap reduction.
Therefore, the definition of the band parameters are altered in the following manner:
Δ

(3.12)

Δ

(3.13)

Δ
1

(3.14)
Δ

(3.15)

where subscript ‘0’ is referred to the quantities at a particular temperature (T0) and a particular
doping density (N0). T0 = 300 K is considered for all the simulations.
The intrinsic energy level ( ) now can be found from the following expression [118]:

2

2

2
where

ln

2

(3.16)

ln

(3.17)

is the effective density of states at the conduction (valence) band (m-3). The electron

and hole quasi-Fermi levels (

and

) are defined as follows:
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where

is the Boltzmann’s constant and

/

/

(3.18)

/

(3.19)

is inverse Fermi level of the order of ½. To derive

an analytical expression for current density we will use the Maxwell-Boltzmann’s approximation
for (3.18) and (3.19):

ln

(3.20)

ln

(3.21)

In terms of intrinsic Fermi level, (3.20) and (3.21) can be further written as:

ln

(3.22)

ln

(3.23)

We will use (3.22) and (3.23) to derive the expression of current densities, ̅ and ̅ , used
in (3.4) and (3.5) respectively. Charge carriers (electrons or holes) start to flow once a gradient in
their respective quasi Fermi levels is created. Hence, for isothermal case, the expression of the
electron and hole current densities are expressed as [119], [120]:
̅

(3.24)
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̅

where,

(

p

(3.25)

) is electron (hole) mobility (m2V-1s-1). In presence of a thermal gradient, (3.24) and

(3.25) needs to be modified as:
̅

(3.26)
̅

p

(3.27)

Using (3.17), (3.22), (3.23), (3.26) and (3.27) we find:

̅

2
2

(3.28)

2

ln

2

2ln

̅

T

2
2

2

ln

2
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2ln

(3.29)

Figure 3-4: (a) Electrical conductivity (σ) of silicon at different temperatures. For nanocrystalline silicon
(purple), conductivity is measured up to 620 K. The rest of the data is extracted using melting pulse IV and
finite element simulation [121]. (b) Thermal conductivity (κ) of silicon at different temperatures. For
nanocrystalline silicon (purple), thermal conductivity is extracted up to 620 K. The rest of the data is
extrapolated using melting pulse IV and finite element simulation [121].

Equations (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (3.28), and (3.29) are solved self-consistently with COMSOL,
a finite element simulator, on a 2D structure similar to the high doped nano-crystalline silicon wire
used in the actual experiments.

3.4 Semiconductor Parameters
a. Electrical and Thermal Conductivity (σ and κ):
Experimental electrical conductivity versus temperature (

characteristics of silicon for a

variety of samples as well as our data for our nano-crystalline thin films measured and extracted
by Bakan et al. [121], [122] (purple spheres) are shown in Figure 3-4a. Our nano-crystalline silicon
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characteristics follows the same trend as the measurement performed by Magomedov et al. [123]
(green spheres) up to melting temperature (Tmelt = 1690 K), where Magomedov’s results match
results reported by Sasaki et al. [124]. Therefore, in this work we have used our measured and
extracted data before melt, and Magomedov’s data for melt (black line). For thermal conductivity,
we have used our extracted and extrapolated data, along with Magomedov’s [123], [125] data for
melt (Figure 3-4b).
b. Recombination Mechanisms (U):
Energy exchange associated with carrier generation and recombination are extremely important if
these rates are significant. We used Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) [126] and Auger [127]
recombination mechanisms,

and

respectively, in the model:

(3.30)

(3.31)
where

(

is the SRH recombination lifetime for electron (hole),

recombination coefficient for electron (hole), and

(

) is the Auger

is the intrinsic carrier concentration.

The doping density of the experimental silicon wire is (6±2)×1019 cm-3, as obtained from
Hall measurements [121]. At this high value of majority electron concentration, which will further
increase with temperature, Auger recombination dominates over SRH [128]. Therefore, as SRH
recombination plays a non-significant role in the overall simulation, a constant value of SRH
recombination lifetime,

1 µs is used for SRH recombination [129]. For the

dominant recombination mechanism, Auger recombination, the recombination coefficients
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and

Figure 3-5: (a) Auger recombination lifetime (τ). The horizontal dotted line represents a constant value of
6 ps [130]–[132] where τ is capped to. Dashed lines show lifetimes calculated with (3.32), while solid lines
show reconstructed lifetime. (b) Auger recombination coefficients calculated with reconstructed lifetime.

have small temperature dependence and can also be approximated with constant values of
2.8×10-31 cm-6s-1 and 0.99×10-31 cm-6s-1 respectively [127]. Auger recombination lifetime (τ) for
electrons and holes (plotted in Figure 3-5a) are defined as:
1

(3.32)

where m = n, p for electrons and holes respectively.
Dashed lines in Figure 3-5a show
of

and

and

calculated using (3.32) with constant values

. But as the carrier density increases, the Auger recombination lifetime approaches to

its minimum value of ~ 6 ps [130]–[132] as shown as the horizontal dotted line. Therefore,
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and

Figure 3-6: Bandgap function (Eg) used in the simulation.

are capped at 6 ps in the simulations (
and

, solid lines in Figure 3-5a). Consequently,

,

are then recalculated using (3.33) with the reconstructed lifetimes (

,

1
,

):

(3.33)

,

where m = n, p for electrons and holes respectively (Figure 3-5b). Impact ionization has not been
added in the model, but can be incorporated using the Okuto-Crowell model [133].
c. Bandgap (

):

In this model, we have implemented temperature and doping dependent bandgap using an
empirical expression fitting the experimental data [114], [134]:

,

1.166

22.5

10

4.73
10

10
636

(3.34)

The bandgap reduction with temperature model does not account for the collapse of the
semiconductor bandgap near melting for Si as predicted by the molecular dynamic simulations
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Figure 3-7: (a) Intrinsic carrier concentration ( ), and (b) effective density of states function in the
conduction and valence band (
of electron (hole) and

and

respectively) used in simulation.

(

) is the effective mass

is the Planck’s constant.

[135]. Hence an exponential decrease is added to the bandgap function so that the bandgap reduces
to a very small number (0.01 eV) from 1680 K to 1700 K (Figure 3-6, solid line).
d. Intrinsic Carrier Concentration ( ):
Very little data exists for intrinsic carrier concentration of Si at high temperatures. Morin & Maita
have reported their conductivity and Hall measurements and calculation of ni up to ~1100 K [136]
(Figure 3-7a, ). Data from Putley & Mitchell (20 K – 500 K, [137]), Green (300 K – 500 K, 
[138]), and Green & Sproul (275 K – 375 K,  [139]) are also included in the figure. The
expression for intrinsic carrier concentration involving effective density of states at the conduction
and valence band edge (

and

respectively) and bandgap follow the experimental data quite

satisfactorily up to ~1000 K,
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∗

/

(3.35)

But even with the bandgap collapse near melting, the intrinsic carrier concentration
calculated using (3.35) reaches only up to ~2×1020 cm-3 at 1700 K which is ~250 times smaller
than the expected melt concentration of ~5×1022 cm-3 [78] (see section 3.5). Therefore, (3.35) is
scaled with a temperature dependent coefficient to smoothly transition from the measured data to
melt concentration and set ni = 5×1022 cm-3 for T > Tmelt, while maintaining a good interpolation
to the measured values at lower temperatures, Figure 3-7a (––),

∗

This modification to

/1

also affects

.

.

and

/

(3.36)

we have used in the simulations (Figure

3-7b).
e. Mobility (μ):
The measured

characteristics (Figure 3-4a) is used to calculate

and

assuming a

constant ratio of mobilities ( ):

(3.37)

Again, the expression for the electrical conductivity ( ) is:
(3.38)
Therefore, the expression of

can now be obtained using (3.38) and (3.39):
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,

(3.39)

Einstein’s Relation is used to calculate an approximate value for the diffusion coefficient
for electron (hole),

(

), based on the carrier mobilities and temperature,

,

(3.40)

,

However, it should be noted that the (3.40) is derived using Boltzmann’s distribution for
carriers [140] that may introduce some errors in calculation of the diffusion currents.

3.5 Heat Transport Model
The energy balance is established by equating the heat absorbed by the material to increase the
temperature and Fourier heat conduction out of the system to the heat generating processes (heat
sources). Heat sources include Joule heat, recombination heat: the product of net recombination
rate

3

and total energy associated per recombination event

, and electronic-

convective heat by electrons and holes [141]. Hence, the heat transfer expression used in the nonequilibrium non-isothermal semiconductor model becomes:

̅

∂
∂

.

3
2

. ̅

.

̅
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3

(3.41)
.

3
2

where,

is the mass density (Kg.m-3),

is the specific heat capacity (J.kg-1K-1),

is the thermal

conductivity (W.m-1K-1), and ̅ is the total current density (Am-2). The heat loss due to radiation is
not included as it was shown earlier to be insignificant compared to the other contributors [12].
Melting has been previously modeled by including latent heat of fusion ( ) within a
temperature window in

[12], [68].

is observed as a plateau in the measured temperature

versus input heat characteristics with a constant heating rate, which captures the energy needed for
breaking of substantial number of bonds as materials melt. Here, this energy is directly added to
the system using the recombination heat source in (3.41):
3

Δ

(3.42)

Again, the total heat generated due to breaking n bonds per unit volume near melting Δ
is:
3
Using

= 0.01 eV at

kJ/mol [143] = 1.8×106 J.kg-1 and

(3.43)

= 1690 K ([142]), and measured quantities of

= 50.55

= 2520 kg.m-3 (p 323 of [78]) the number of free carriers in

melt is calculated as 5.86×1022 cm-3. This is approximately equal to the expected carrier density of
5.4×1022 cm-3 in molten silicon, assuming 1 bond breaking per atom during melting [78].
The expression of the electronic-convective heat in terms of
represented using the approximate energy band parameters ( and

and

in (3.2) is

in (3.41) which accounts

for the heat exchange of the carriers when they move in non-homogeneous material [144]. In a
uniform material system, the expressions reduce to:
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1 3
2

Π

(3.44)

1 3
2

Π

(3.45)

It is to be noted here that the net thermal energy transported by the carriers are:
3
2

Π

(3.46)

3
2

Π

(3.47)

3.6 Model Setup
a. Geometry:
A 2D nc-silicon device geometry with similar dimensions of the wires used in the experiment
(length = 2.5 µm, width =0.3 µm) with two metal contacts is simulated with COMSOL (Figure
3-8). SPICE model of an external series load resistance, RL = 19 kΩ, is used to account for the
electrical probe resistance and contact resistances [12]. A 1 µs 18 V pulse (Vin) followed by a 1 µs
6

cool down time, n-type doping with

10

and µr = 3 is used in the presented results.

b. Equilibrium Conditions:
The initial conditions for n, p and

are calculated by setting

self-consistently solving for equilibrium

,

,

:

45

0 in (3.22) and (3.23), and

Figure 3-8: Device geometry used in the simulation. The wire dimension is L×W = 2.5 µm × 0.3 µm. Blue
is nc-silicon, and green is metal that simulates measurement probe.

(3.48)

(3.49)

.

ψ

(3.50)

The solution of (3.48), (3.49), and (3.50) provide the equilibrium values after the initial
charge transfer takes place to attain a zero gradient of the Fermi levels. These initial condition
solutions do not have any spatial dependence for uniformly doped single material systems as ours.
However, in case of devices with dissimilar materials and/or doping densities, the solutions show
band bending and spatial dependence.
c. Boundary Conditions:
Equilibrium carrier concentrations (

and

) are used as boundary conditions at the silicon-metal

contacts for (3.4) and (3.5) and the junctions are assumed to be Ohmic with zero potential drop.
Out of plane heat loss to the substrate and radiative losses are not included in the simulations.
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3.7 Simulation Results
a) Temperature Distribution:
The simulation results show partial melting of the micro-wires with the same polarity as observed
in the experiments (Figure 3-9 inset). The maximum temperature (Tmax) point initially moves in
the direction of the electron flux (majority carriers) due to the electronic-convective heat (ECH)
dominating the thermoelectric heat flow (Figure 3-10). Tmax starts moving in the direction of
hole flux (minority carriers), indicating domination of GTR over ECH flow by the majority
carriers, when Tmax reaches ~1400 K. Tmax continues to move in the direction of hole flux as the
wire melts (Figure 3-9). Upon termination of the pulse, the wire cools down below Tmelt and the
last point to solidify is very close to the center of the wire (Figure 3-9i). The asymmetry in the last

Figure 3-9: (bottom) Applied voltage pulse (Vin) along with voltages across the device (Vwire) and across the
load resistor (Vload), and resistance of the device (Rwire) as functions of time. (top) (a-j) Temperature
evolution of the simulated Si microwire (shown in Figure 3-8) at different times of the voltage pulse. T >
1680 K in the off-white region. (inset) SEM image of asymmetrically molten and resolidified Si micro-wire
(length: ~2.5 μm) by a 30 V, 1 μs electrical pulse [12] along with simulated temperature profile at 0.9 µs.
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Figure 3-10: Evolution of temperature (T) along a horizontal line through the middle of the device (blue
lines), along with the trajectory of the maximum temperature (red line). The dashed lines show the ends of
the wire.

point to crystallize in the experiments (location of the lump) is not captured in these simulations,
which do not account for changes in the crystallinity of the wire which significantly impacts
thermal conductivity of the melted regions.
b) Seebeck Coefficient:
The Seebeck coefficient versus T is extracted from the simulation using the expression outlined in
(3.46) and (3.47), and plotted in Figure 3-11. The overall behavior of the Seebeck coefficient -the
magnitude increasing with increasing temperature, reaching a maximum, and then decreasing
because of the onset of appreciable minority carrier generation- are similar to the theoretical
calculation using equilibrium statistics [12]. The inclusion of the non-equilibrium physics,
however, shows that S-T graph traverses different paths while going from low to high temperature
and coming back to low temperature from high after the termination of the electrical pulse. This is
due to the time required for the carriers to reach to the equilibrium state.
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Figure 3-11: Calculated Seebeck coefficients as functions of temperature. (a) Electron Seebeck coefficient
(Sn) and hole Seebeck coefficient (Sp) from using equilibrium calculation (eq) [12] and from nonequilibrium calculation (this work). (b) Effective electron and hole Seebeck coefficients (Snσn/σ and Spσp/σ)
from both methods. The black curves are the effective Seebeck coefficient,

for both cases.

c) Carrier Mobility:
Figure 3-12 shows the electron and hole mobilities as functions of temperature calculated from the
simulation. The mobilities show initial increase with temperature due to increase of conductivity
with temperature (Figure 3-4a), but negligible increase of carriers. Around 1350 K and after, the
increase of conductivity is dominated by the increase of carrier concentration and the mobilities
start to decrease. The physical origin of the increase of mobility with temperature is probably
related to the increased thermionic emission over the potential barrier created by the grain
boundaries in nano-crystalline silicon as was proposed by Seto while discussing similar trend of
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Figure 3-12: Electron and hole mobility (µ) as functions of temperature from the simulation using µr = 3
(red and blue lines respectively) for different input voltage amplitude. The black lines and symbols are
literature data.

his Hall measurements on p-type polysilicon [145]. Similar to the Seebeck coefficient, there is
difference in the magnitude of the mobilities during the heating and cooling cycle due to inequality
in excess carriers.
d) Relative Contribution of Different Heat Components:
Figure 3-13a shows the relative contribution of Joule, recombination, and electronic convective
heat (at 200 ns of the pulse) which dictate the asymmetry of the thermal profile (purple curve, right
axis). The recombination heat shows a similar trend throughout the whole heating period (red curve
in Figure 3-13a). Electron hole pairs generate in the hottest spot, extracting heat from the system,
holes transport towards the negative potential (left in this case) and recombine with the majority
electrons, releasing heat downstream. Electronic-convective heat (ECH), on the other hand,
contributes in the opposite direction (blue curve in Figure 3-13a). Electrons absorb energy from
the lattice while climbing up the temperature hill, which cools down the left side, and after passing
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the hottest spot lose kinetic energy, which heats up the right side (term ∝

, black curve in Figure

3-13b). As the hole flux is in the opposite direction to the electron flux, heating and cooling due
to temperature gradient is opposite for holes but smaller in magnitude (black curve in Figure
3-13c). Meanwhile, the bandgap shrinks in the middle due to temperature increase (Figure 3-13d).
Local potential energy (-qψ) is subtracted from the band energies to show the effect of temperature
and carrier density on the band diagram. Electrons coming from the left see a progressive increase
of

up to the maximum temperature point and then a progressive decrease, which implies

progressive increase and decrease in kinetic energy. On the left side electrons have to release the
excess kinetic energy to the lattice, and on the right side absorb the energy (term ∝
in Figure 3-13b). For holes, this effect is in the opposite direction as well (term ∝
curve in Figure 3-13c). The potential energy of electrons

, red curve
, red

is higher in the middle and

lower on the sides. Hence, electrons cool down the lattice while travelling from left to middle and
heat up after crossing the maximum potential energy point (term ∝
Figure 3-13b). For holes the potential energy

, blue curve in

distribution is opposite to that of electrons,

higher in the sides and lower in the middle. As the hole flux is also opposite to electron flux, the
heating-cooling effect due to potential energy change is in the same direction as that of electrons
(term ∝

, blue curve in Figure 3-13c).

Figure 3-13 (e-h) show the same quantities after melting, where the molten region is
marked with gray. At the onset of melting and afterwards, there is a sharp increase in

due to the

bandgap collapse (Figure 3-13h), which forms a pseudo hetero-junction. The left melt-solid
interface (denoted by ‘A’) has a higher temperature gradient than the right (‘B’) and therefore the
heating effects are stronger in ‘A’. The part of ECH ∝
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(for electrons) and ∝

(for

Figure 3-13: Different heat components and corresponding band diagram along a horizontal line through
the middle of the device before (a – d) and after (e – h) melting. (a) Joule heat, recombination heat, and
electronic convective heat (ECH) at 200 ns of the input pulse. Right axis shows the temperature. Vertical
dashed lines denote the two ends of the wire. (b) Components of ECH for electrons proportional to

,

and

, and

as included in (3.41). (c) Components of ECH for holes proportional to

,

,

. (d) Band diagram: conduction band (Ec), valence band (Ev), and electron and hole quasi-Fermi
levels (Fn and Fp). The local potential energy (-qψ) is subtracted from the band energies. (e-h) The same
quantities as in (a-d) at 685 ns. The gray shaded region represents the molten area.
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holes) register a spike near ‘A’ (red curves in Figure 3-13f,g). The potential energy of electrons,
however, decrease drastically in the melt, therefore in the melt-solid interfaces additional heating
(in ‘A’) – cooling (in ‘B’) is generated (blue curve in Figure 3-13f). The total ECH heats the left
melt-solid interface and cools the right (blue curve in Figure 3-13e), which adds to the
recombination heat and further left shifts the hottest spot until a steady state is reached.

3.8 Conclusion
Semiconductor devices, when self-heated to very high temperature (close to or beyond melting),
can generate significant asymmetric heating. In addition to symmetric Joule heating, at this
elevated temperature two competing asymmetric heating processes take effect: 1) heat carried by
the charge carriers themselves (electronic convective heat, ECH) and generation of considerable
amount of minority carriers which consumes heat (G), transportation under electric field (T), and
recombination with the majority carrier (R) which releases heat, in short GTR. These effects
intuitively explain the asymmetric Thomson heating in the direction of minority carriers. A
comprehensive model including these thermal phenomena utilizing semiconductor physics is
presented here. Different semiconductor parameters for nano-crystalline silicon (used in the
asymmetric heating experiments), such as: bandgap, intrinsic carrier concentration, recombination
parameters, electrical and thermal conductivity etc. are extrapolated to melting temperature. An ntype silicon micro-wire with a length of 2.5 µm and width of 0.3 µm was simulated where shift of
the hottest spot was found to ~300 nm from the center towards the lower potential end which is
very close to original experiment (optical observation of hottest spot during measurement with ac
signal was ~250 nm, p. 34 of [28], and previous electrothermal model produced ~130 nm of shift,
p. 69 of [28]). Seebeck coefficient, back calculated from the simulation results, is very close to
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theoretical equilibrium calculation and experimental data (~-0.1 to ~-0.5 mV/K), but shows two
distinct paths as a function of temperature, which is a manifestation of local charge accumulation
during device operation. ECH and GTR show opposite direction before melting, ECH being
stronger initially and shifting the hottest spot towards the direction of the majority carriers. At
higher temperatures, with more and more minority carriers being generated, the GTR effect
enhances and shifts the hottest spot back to center and then towards the direction of the minority
carriers. Starting with the onset of melting, two melt-solid interfaces are created where, because
of the bandgap collapse in melt, pseudo hetero-junctions are formed; and similar to Peltier effect
at the junctions of dissimilar materials heating and cooling spikes are registered in these junctions
that add to the GTR and further the shift the hottest spot in the direction of the minority carriers.
This analysis is particularly applicable in the study of phase change memory where the material is
heated up to the melting temperature and quenched quickly to change the phase (high thermal
gradient of ~100 K/nm), and an accurate modeling based on semiconductor physics is crucial.
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Chapter 4 Material Parameter Extraction for
Ge2Sb2Te5
4.1 Introduction
Chalcogenide glasses such as Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) have been demonstrated to rapidly and reversibly
switch from the amorphous phase to the crystalline phase by annealing above the glass-transition
temperature and switch from the crystalline phase back to the amorphous phase by annealing close
to melting temperature followed by sudden quenching. Both the amorphous and the crystalline
phases of these materials are reported to be semiconductors with a significant contrast in optical
reflectivity and electrical resistivity (Figure 4-1a), which led earlier to the use of these materials
to implement rewritable optical storage media (CDs and DVDs) and more recently to nanoscale
non-volatile phase change memory (PCM) devices [93], [146], [147].
PCM cells are typically constructed as two-terminal devices that are electrically switched
and electrically read using pulses in the 1-100 ns time scale and can retain their data over 10 years
[94]. The electrical, thermal, and electro-thermal characteristics of the phase change materials used
in PCM are critical for device modeling and design.
The electrical conductivity (σ) of semiconductor materials depends on the carrier mobility
(µ) and the free carrier concentration,

, where q is the elementary charge, and

n, p are the concentrations of free electrons and holes respectively. The contributions of the
mobility and the carrier concentrations can be calculated for stable unipolar materials, where
conduction is dominated by either electrons or holes, using simultaneous conductivity and Hall
voltage measurement [148]. However, it is not possible to melt-quench phase change materials in
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Figure 4-1: Simultaneous measurement of (a) resistivity, ρ and (b) Seebeck coefficient, S for a 200 nm
thick GST film (measured by Lhacene Adnane [104]). The measurement starts with amorphous GST (black
markers) and cycles to increasingly maximum temperature. The legend denotes the maximum temperature
to which the samples was previously annealed to. The dashed lines in the inset of (b) are linear fits made to
S-T in lower temperature range meeting at S = 0 V/K at 0 K.

large scale devices the same way as the materials are amorphized in nanoscale devices.
Furthermore, amorphous phase change materials are highly resistive and display a characteristic
resistance drift which follows a power law behavior in time [52], [149]. Hence, the measurements
have to be performed at device scale with high sensitivity and be faster than the changes that take
place in the amorphous material.
The free carrier mobility is typically a weak function of temperature and the carrier
concentration can be a strong function of temperature, following an Arrhenius behavior
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∝

exp

, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Ea(T) is the carrier activation energy, which

depends on the physical processes. The activation energies reported in literature for amorphous
phase change materials are calculated from slow resistivity (ρ) – temperature (T) measurements
[150]–[152]. However, as the measurement speed is significantly slower than the rate of change
in resistivity (resistance drift) of the materials, the results have to be corrected for the resistance
drift as was done by Oosthoek et al. [153]. Furthermore, the drifted amorphous phase change
materials do not behave the same way as their (undrifted) metastable amorphous phases.
Characterization of metastable and drifted amorphous as well as face centered cubic (fcc) phase
change materials is necessary to understand the conduction mechanisms and the physical
phenomena that give rise to resistance drift [151], [152], [154], [155].
Simultaneous Seebeck (S) and resistivity versus temperature measurements on asdeposited amorphous GST thin-films, in multiple long-duration anneal cycles were previously
performed by our group member Lhacene Adnane at the Nanoelectronics Lab in UConn (Figure
4-1) [104]. The films go through the expected amorphous to face centered cubic (fcc) and fcc to
hexagonal closed pack (hcp) transitions, and finally melt and break [104], [156] (Figure 4-2,
orange line). The melting temperature (Tmelt) can be considered to be the temperature at which the
kinetic energy in the system is too high to maintain the crystalline structure in equilibrium [157].
Hence, the material transitions back to the amorphous phase. Disassociation of the crystals takes
time, the equilibrium may be broken by substantial electronic and thermoelectric contributions
[158], and mechanical stress can have a significant impact. Hence, Tmelt is not necessarily a welldefined temperature for nano-scale phase change memory devices operating at nanosecond time
scales at high temperatures, high thermal-gradients, and high current densities [12], [68], [158].
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Figure 4-2: Device level measured metastable resistivity (blue spheres, measured by Faruk Dirisaglik [52])
and device level melt resistivity (magenta box, measured by Kadir Cil [52], [156]) along with the thin-film
resistivity (--, measured by Lhacene Adnane [104]) and liquid values from the literature [48], [159] as a
function of T. The temperature of the device-level melt resistivity is unknown. The discrepancy between
the metastable and the thin film resistivities at room temperature is likely due to the upward resistance drift
of the as deposited amorphous GST.

We observe melting as a slight drop in the resistivity in thin film measurements if the films stay
intact [104]. The thin-film resistivity measurements for T > Tmelt are not reliable as the films break
apart due to surface tension (Figure 4-3).
High-speed electrical measurements on bottom contacted GST nanoscale line-cells were
previously performed by Faruk Dirisaglik at the Nanoelectronics Lab in UConn [52]. These
measurements were performed using a waveform tailored to measure resistivity during a melting
pulse with 100 ns resolution and resistivity of the amorphous phase using sinusoid segments with
48 μs resolution. The devices are cooled down to chuck temperature with a 1 μs wait time after the
melting pulse when no current is forced through, to avoid filament retention and recrystallization
[160], after which the resistance is again monitored using sinusoid segments with first increasing
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Figure 4-3: As deposited amorphous GST thin film broken apart after melting [annealing and SEM imaging
performed by Lhacene Adnane].

and then decreasing amplitudes. Each current and voltage segment is fitted to a sinusoid with the
signal frequency and matching phase to calculate the current and the voltage values, similar to
lock-in measurements. The current and voltage extracted from individual fits are used to construct
the I-V hysteresis curves which show at what temperatures the material is stable during the
measurement period. The resistivity of metastable amorphous GST is extracted up to 600 K, well
above the glass transition (Tglass ~ 375 K) (Figure 4-2, blue markers), from a large number of
measurements [52].
It is not possible to directly measure the temperature of the melt during high-speed pulse
measurements at device scale. Hence, Tdevice > Tmelt is considered to be achieved if resistivity is
not very sensitive to temperature variations induced by increased voltage (indicated as a range in
Figure 4-2) [52], [156]. This temperature may be beyond the temperature at which the liquid
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semiconductor to the liquid metal transition takes place [161]; i.e. conduction and valance bands
overlap. The large scale bulk melt measurement by Endo et al. [159] of liquid GST (Figure 4-2)
possibly corresponds to the liquid metallic phase. The thin film measurements by Kato et al. [48]
may correspond to the Tmelt as defined above, but may be impacted by instability of the thin-films.
The thin-film resistivity we have measured at Tmelt (ρmelt, the red sphere in Figure 4-2)
intersects with the extrapolation of ρ versus T of the device level metastable measurements which
displays a simple exponential behavior (Figure 4-2). The ρmelt is lower than the resistivities in
crystalline phases, even though both the fcc and hcp phases are reported to be degenerate
semiconductors [46]. These observations suggest that (i) the conduction (free carrier) activation
mechanisms form a continuum in a large temperature scale (300 K – 858 K), (ii) the metastable
amorphous phase can be treated as a super-cooled liquid, (iii) the effective activation energies can
be calculated using the linear ln(ρ) versus T behavior in this temperature range, (iv) the liquid GST
continues to behave as a p-type semiconductor at Tmelt ~ 858 K, and (v) the transition from the
semiconducting-liquid phase to the metallic-liquid phase of GST takes place at T ~ 930 K at
equilibrium [159].
Typically, the conduction activation energy (Ea) is calculated as the slope of the Arrhenius
plot, ln(ρ) versus (kBT)-1, in a narrow temperature range. Since the band-gap of amorphous GST
depends on temperature and there is more than one trap level that contributes to carrier activation,
calculations using ln(ρ) versus (kBT)-1 yield an effective activation energy. The reported values for
amorphous GST vary from Ea = 0.29 eV ~ 0.33 eV [150], [151] to a drift corrected Ea ~ 0.39 eV
in the 316 K – 343 K range [152]. The differences in the reported values may be attributed to
temperature dependence of the activation energy and the impact of resistance drift, which makes
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the speed of the measurements and the device geometries important factors.

4.2 Extraction of Effective Activation Energy for Metastable
Amorphous GST
We extract the effective activation energy from the metastable ρ-T data in the 300 K – 600 K range,
where the measurements were performed faster (48 µs resolution) than the resistance drift, and our
thin-film measurements at Tmelt, where the amorphous phase is the stable phase. In order to
calculate Ea(T), we either (i) fit the ln(ρ) versus (kBT)-1 data with cubic splines or (ii) linearly fit
ln(ρ) versus T data in the whole temperature range (Figure 4-4). We assume that the amorphous
phase has predominantly unipolar p-type conduction based on the Seebeck data [104] and the
mobility is a weak function of temperature. Hence resistivity can be described using an Arrhenius
behavior:
(4.1)

exp

where ρ0 is the constant pre-factor and Ea(T) is the temperature-dependent effective activation
energy. Taking natural log of (4.1),

ln

(4.2)

ln

and differentiating (4.2) with respect to (kBT)-1 we get:
ln
1/

1

(4.3)
1/
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The cubic spline segments,
1

ln

1

(4.4)

1

where a, b, c, and d are constants, are fit to the experimental data by matching the values and first
derivatives at the connection points of the segments for the analysis. Equating the derivative of
(4.4) with respect to (kBT)-1,
ln
1/

1

3

(4.5)

1

2

and (4.3), we get:
1

3

1/

1

1

2

(4.6)

Hence, the closed form analytical solution of (4.6) is:
1

(4.7)

1
1/

The value of ‘Const’ is calculated using a known value of Ea at a particular temperature. If
we assume that Tmelt is the temperature at which thermal energy in the system is high enough to
activate substantial number of charge carriers, the average kinetic energy of the charge carriers is
approximately equal to the effective activation energy:
3
2

111
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(4.8)

Figure 4-4: Natural log of measured (high speed device level) resistivity, ρ (in Ω.cm) as a function of 1/T
(a) and T (b) (markers and lines indicate the experimental data and the fits respectively) [53]. The last data
point is the thin film measurement at Tmelt = 858 K [104], [156]. c) Extracted activation energy by 4-point
window cubic spline fits to the ln(ρ) vs. (kBT)-1 (--) and by linear fitting of the ln(ρ) vs. T (--). The average
energy of the carriers (3/2 kBT) (--) match Ea at Tmelt (--). Ea values from literature [150]–[152] are shown by
the markers.

Using this reference, the activation energy extracted from the spline fits shows a peak value
of ~377 meV at ~465 K and then a decrease for higher temperatures (Figure 4-4c, dashed blue
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line), with a room temperature value of 333 meV, comparable to previously reported values [150]–
[152].
As an alternative approach to calculate Ea(T), we have equated (4.1) to the experimentally
observed exponential behavior (Figure 4-4b):
(4.9)

exp

Hence,

ln

(4.10)

ln

ln

and
ln

ln

(4.11)

where α and ln(ρ1) are negative slope and intercept of the linear fit of ln(ρ)-T graph respectively.
The only unknown in (4.11) is ln(ρ0), which can be calculated from a known value of Ea(Tref) as
above:

ln

,

ln

(4.12)

Plugging in ln(ρ0) from (4.12) to (4.11) yields a parabolic function for the activation energy
(-- Figure 4-4c):
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Figure 4-5: Effect of window size in calculation of activation energy using cubic spline fitting to the ln(ρ)
vs. (kBT)-1 data. (b) is the zoomed in version of (a).

(4.13)

,

The two approaches result in the same effective activation energy values in the temperature
range we have experimental data. This shows that the deviations from the exponential in the
experimental data, captured by the cubic splines, have a negligible effect in the calculated effective
activation energies and differ only slightly in the 600 K – 855 K range (effect of the window size
in the cubic spline fitting is shown in Figure 4-5). Hence, the

fit for the resistivity function

appears to describe the resistivity behavior of the material in a wide temperature range and the
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Figure 4-6: The conduction band edge (Ec), valence band edge (Ev), the effective trap location (Etrap), and
effective activation energy (Ea) constructed for metastable amorphous GST.

parabolic Ea(T) function extracted from this analysis suggests the transition to the metallic liquid
phase as Ea reaches zero at ~ 930 K, (Figure 4-4c, solid red line).
The change in activation energy for a particular trap or dopant level with temperature scales
with the bandgap [162] and deeper trap levels are accessed at higher temperatures. Assuming a
linearly decreasing bandgap (Eg = Ec – Ev) with temperature [47], [51] and using the calculated Ea
(T), we can construct the band structure along with effective trap location, Etrap = Ea – Ev (Figure
4-6) for metastable amorphous GST. Here, Ec and Ev are the conduction and valence band edges
respectively.

4.3 Calculation of Band Parameters for fcc GST
Along with amorphous GST, it is important to characterize single-crystal fcc GST for modeling
phase change memory devices. However, it is difficult to grow large fcc single-crystals and GST
thin-films continuously transition from amorphous to nano-crystalline fcc phase, staying as a
mixed phase polycrystalline material until it is fully annealed above the hcp transition temperature.
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Figure 4-7: dS/dT as a function of activation energy (at 300 K) for mixed-phase GST films annealed at
different temperatures (measured by Lhacene Adnane [104]) and the corresponding Peltier coefficient (Π),
the total energy.

The Seebeck versus temperature behavior observed in the repeated anneal cycles shows linear ST trends that meet S = 0 at 0 K for amorphous-fcc mixed phase films for various crystalline ratios
[104] (Figure 4-1b, inset), as expected for degenerate semiconductors [48]. When we correlate
dS/dT to activation energy of mixed phase amorphous-fcc GST, Ea-fcc, for 50 nm and 200 nm thick
GST films [104], we see linear trends that intersect at Ea-fcc = 0 (Figure 4-7). The films annealed
at higher temperatures are predominantly in hcp phase and their resistivities increase with
temperature, suggesting that there is not an appreciable change in carrier concentrations but carrier
mobilities degrade as a function of temperature. The zero-activation energy means very little to
no thermal energy is required to activate the carriers into the bands or over energy barriers at the
grain-boundaries. Assuming that this point captures the single-crystal fcc GST behavior, we can
model its S-T behavior using the constant value of dS/dT = 0.153 μV/K2:
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0.153

(4.14)

/

The average total energy (kinetic + potential) transported by a carrier is defined as Peltier
coefficient, Π = ST, and in case of a degenerate semiconductor the energy for a hole (the majority
carrier for fcc GST) Πh is approximately [12], [163]:

Π

1

q

(4.15)

3

where Ef is the Fermi level. Based on this calculation, with a constant dS/dT, the Fermi level of
single crystal fcc GST is 0.16 eV below the Ev, comparable to ~0.1–0.2 eV below Ev [46], [48],
the previously reported location of Fermi level for hcp GST. At higher temperatures, close to
melting, when bipolar conduction starts, the fcc GST is no longer degenerate and the Fermi level
is expected to deviate from this value of 0.16 eV.

4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the resistivity function of metastable amorphous GST and molten GST shows a
continuum suggesting that metastable GST behaves as a super-cooled liquid, molten GST is a ptype semiconductor at Tmelt = 858 K and molten GST transitions to metallic phase at ~930 K. The
effective activation energy of metastable amorphous GST shows a parabolic behavior in
temperature, and is expected to correspond to a distribution of trap levels that contribute to
conduction. The Seebeck versus temperature data for mixed amorphous-fcc GST suggest that the
single crystal fcc GST is a degenerate semiconductor having the Fermi level 0.16 eV below the
valence band edge.
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Chapter 5 Outlook
5.1 Analysis of Trappy Materials
Amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) is a disordered material that is full of unsatisfied bonds, disorders,
lone pairs, as well as small crystal domains. These features create charge traps and dominate
electrical transport through amorphous GST. The semiconductor modeling framework developed
in Chapter 3 is suitable for analyzing the effect of charge trapping in the amorphous materials,
which, according to Prof. Gokirmak’s hypothesis, plays a role in resistance drift in amorphous
chalcogenide materials [164]. A preliminary study using the model presented in Chapter 3 for GST
[39] shows that a crystal nucleus in an amorphous material greatly impacts the band structure
(Figure 5-1a) and carrier concentration (Figure 5-1b,c). As more material parameters become
available for crystalline and amorphous GST, full semiconductor physics-based simulation of

Figure 5-1: Simulation results of an amorphous GST PCM device with a crystalline island in the middle.
(a) Band diagram, (b) majority carrier (hole) concentration (p), and (c) minority carrier (electron)
concentration (n). Dotted lines are for equilibrium condition and solid for under bias (0.1 V) [39].
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phase change memory devices will enhance our understanding of carrier transport through
amorphous, crystalline, and mixed phase GST.

5.2 Integration with Nucleation & Growth based PCM Model
Simulation of phase change memory devices, as mentioned in Chapter 1, are typically done with
electrothermal models with effective media approximations. Recently, a more sophisticated
modeling framework has been developed in the Nanoelectronics Laboratory at UConn, where a
rate equation is solved to calculate the crystal density (CD) at mesh points taking into account the
stochastic nucleation, growth, and amorphization processes [165], [166]:

,

,

,

(5.1)

where Nuc, Grow, and Amor represent temperature dependent stochastic nucleation, growth, and
amorphization rates respectively.
The CD based model is a very efficient tool not only to simulate set, reset, and cycling, but
also to analyze the impact of different physical mechanisms in PCM such as heat of crystallization
[167] and heterogenous melting [168]. However, it cannot capture the effects that arise due to the
semiconductor nature of the PCM material such as thermionic emission, local charge trapping, and
tunneling. A more precise and useful approach will be to integrate the CD model with the
semiconductor physics-based modeling framework presented in Chapter 3 where semiconductor
material properties will depend on both temperature and CD. The main challenges are to obtain
temperature dependent semiconductor material properties for amorphous and crystalline GST and
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to implement stability functions to ensure simulation convergence for both of these computation
intensive simulation frameworks.
The semiconductor modeling of PCM will enable accurate calculation of minority carriers
that have significant effects on carrier transport and energy exchange at high temperature.
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Chapter 6 Appendix
6.1 Appendix A: Implementation of Electro-thermal Model for Phase
Change Memory in COMSOL
The electrothermal model used in Chapter 2 was developed by Azer Faraclas, Gokhan Bakan,
Nicholas Williams, Adam Cywar, Ali Gokirmak, Helena Silva et al. and used in many subsequent
work [2], [71], [169]–[174]. In this section the main working principle of the model is discussed.
The model uses COMSOL’s Electric Currents and Heat Transfer modules to implement
(2.1) and (2.2) respectively. Amorphization of crystalline cell is implemented by tracking the state
of a variable,
, that denotes the crystallinity of the material. In reset simulations,
is
initialized to 0, which represents crystalline state. Whenever, the local temperature (T) exceeds
melting temperature (Tmelt), the state is assumed to be changed to amorphous, and the value of,
is changed to 1. It retains its value to 1 even when the temperature decreases beyond the melting
temperature so that the state remains in amorphous phase. The total process is summarized in
Figure 6-1.
This operation of transition and retention of amorphous phase is implemented in COMSOL
using Domain ODEs and DAEs (dode) physics, along with two step functions.
The dode node solves for an ordinary differential equation involving an intermediate
variable Ti:

Figure 6-1: Phase transition (crystalline to amorphous) model.
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Figure 6-2: Step functions used in the phase transition model.

∂T
∂t

1

(6.1)

Or,
(6.2)
0 to start with.
Here,
is the first step function that transition from 0 to 1 at T = Tmelt = 873 K
(Figure 6-2). Hence, Ti transitions from 0 to a non-zero positive number as soon as T becomes

Figure 6-3: Electrical conductivity ( ), an example of the material property, as a function of temperature
for both crystalline and amorphous phase along with phase transition.
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greater than Tmelt. After this switching happens Ti continues to stay a non-zero positive number as
simulation progresses, even if the temperature becomes less than Tmelt.
is now defined as:
(6.3)
Therefore, as soon as Ti becomes a non-zero positive number (i.e. as soon as melting
occurs),
transition from 0 to 1.
The material properties, such as electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, etc. are
defined as:
∗ 1
where,

∗

= property of crystalline GST and

(6.4)

= property of amorphous GST.

For
= 0,
chooses crystalline GST property, and when
= 1,
chooses
amorphous GST property. Figure 6-3 shows an example of material property, namely the electrical
conductivity (σ), where this algorithm is used to simulate phase transition.
Figure 6-4 shows all temperature dependent properties used in the vacuum insulated NW
device simulations (Chapter 2).
Over the years this model has evolved into a more sophisticated version that includes:


Dynamic amorphization, nucleation, and growth



Grain boundary amorphization



Energy conservation



Metastable σ-T for amorphous GST



Separate temperature dependent parameters for amorphous and fcc phases

Details of the new version of the PCM model are describes in these publications: [165]–
[168].
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Figure 6-4: Temperature dependent electrical conductivity (σ), Seebeck coefficient (S), heat capacity at
constant pressure (Cp), and thermal conductivity (κ) for GST, TiN, and n-type silicon used in the GST NW
PCM device simulations in Chapter 2.
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6.2 Appendix B: Implementation of High Temperature NonEquilibrium Non-isothermal Model in COMSOL
6.2.1 Different Functions used for Material Parameters
This section describes nc-Si parameter functions used in the simulations in Chapter 3.
6.2.1.1 Bandgap (Eg):
Function

,

Expression

Unit

Description

1

A temperature dependent function
similar to Fermi function that
transition from 1 to 0 at a
temperature Tf with a transition
width of Wf. Tf and Wf are in K.

eV

The value of bandgap at a reference
temperature, T0. T0 is taken as 300
K in the simulations.

eV

Bandgap degradation as a function
of doping density, N. N is taken as
6×1025 m-3 in the simulations.

eV

Bandgap degradation as a function
of temperature.

eV

Standard expression of bandgap as
functions of T and N.

eV

Standard expression of bandgap
multiplied with Fermi(T) to sharply
decrease the bandgap to ~zero near
melting.

1

,
1

1.166

_

ΔE

ΔE

22.5

10

4.73

10
636

,

_

,

10

ΔE

_

,

_

| |

ΔE
,

_

∗

, 1670,5

_
_

,
,

_

_

_

_

_

eV

, lower values of which is

capped at

_

. This function is

used as the bandgap in simulations.
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Figure 6-5: Construction of bandgap function. (a) F(T), a function similar to Fermi function that is used for
rapid decrease of bandgap near melting temperature. (b) Gradual development of bandgap Eg (N,T) that is
used in the simulations in Chapter 3.
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6.2.1.2 Intrinsic Carrier Concentration (ni):
Function

Expression

2

_

2

_

_

2

.

2

.

_

/1

Unit

.

.

-3

Conventional expression used
for effective DOS at the
conduction band edge.

-3

Conventional expression used
for effective DOS at the valence
band edge.

-3

m

Conventional expression used
for
intrinsic
carrier
concentration.

1

A
temperature
dependent
multiplying factor to increase the
intrinsic carrier concentration up
to ~5×1022 cm-3 at melting.

m-3

Conventional intrinsic carrier
concentration multiplied by the
multiplying factor, M.

m

m

_

∗

/

_

Description

capped at 5.4×1028 m-3.
5.4

,
10 ,

5.4
5.4

10
10

m-3

This function is used as the
intrinsic carrier concentration in
the simulations.

1.64

m-3

Nc, back calculated
constructed ni and Eg.

from

0.61

m-3

Nv, back calculated
constructed ni and Eg.

from
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6.2.1.3 Derivation of the Expression of Nc and Nv:
The ratio of Nc and Nv depends on the ratio of the effective masses.
.

1.08
0.56

.

2.68

(6.5)

Using the definition of ni and (6.5):
2.68

(6.6)

Hence:
0.61

(6.7)

Using (6.5) and (6.7):
1.64
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(6.8)

Figure 6-6: Construction of intrinsic carrier concentration function (ni) and effective DOS functions (Nc and
Nv). (a) Green line shows ni calculated using the conventional expression of Nc and Nv. This function is
multiplied with a multiplier, which is shown in inset, to increase the value of ni to ~5.2×1022 cm-3 at melting
(blue line). Blue line is capped to 5.4×1022 cm-3 and this function is used as ni in the simulations (red line).
(b) Dashed lines are conventional values of Nc (red) and Nv (blue), while solid line shows their values back
calculated from ni.
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6.2.2 Adding Metal and External Circuit
Integrating metal and external circuit elements with the non-equilibrium non-isothermal
semiconductor developed in this work (Chapter 3) requires the following steps in COMSOL
Multiphysics:
1. Add domain in the geometry for metal extensions (Figure 6-7).

Figure 6-7: Adding metal in the device geometry.

2. Add Electric Currents and Electrical Circuit physics.
3. Apply different physics to different material domains as following:
Physics

Variable

Semiconductor

Electrostatics

psi0

√

Electrostatics

psi

√

General form PDE

n

√

General form PDE

p

√

Electric Currents

psi

Heat transfer

T

Metal

√
√

√

4. Add one Average Coupling operator (“Definition  Component Couplings  Average”)
to the left (aveop1) and another (aveop2) to the right boundary of the semiconductor
respectively (Figure 6-8).
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Figure 6-8: Adding Average Coupling operators.

5. Add a metal in the material and assign that material to the metal domain of the device. Add
the missing material properties for the metal material, namely relative permittivity (= 1)
and electrical conductivity (= ~5e5 S/m).
6. Electrostatics (psi0):
a.
b.
c.
d.

Out-of-plane thickness: 50[nm] or appropriate value.
Discretization: Quartic.
Make sure that the initial value spans over all the semiconductor domains.
Add an Electric Potential node at the boundaries with V0 = psi_init.

7. Electrostatics (psi):
a. Out-of-plane thickness: 50[nm] or appropriate value.
b. Discretization: Quartic.
c. Make sure that the initial value spans over all the semiconductor domains.
d. Do not apply any boundary condition.
8. Electric Currents (psi)
a. Out-of-plane thickness: 50[nm] or appropriate value.
b. Discretization: Quartic.
c. Dependent variable: psi.
d. Add an Initial Values node for the left metal block: aveop1(psi0). This is the
value of the potential calculated during the first run of the simulation where only
Electrostatics (psi0) physics was run.
e. Similarly, add an Initial Values node for the right metal block: aveop2(psi0).
f. Add an Electric Potential node to the left boundary of the left metal block, with V0
= aveop1(psi0)+Vin(t), where Vin(t) is the input voltage (Figure 6-9).
aveop1(psi0) is added with Vin(t) as an initial value.
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Figure 6-9: Adding an Electric Potential node.

g. Add a Normal Current Density node to the right of the left metal block, with the
values of x and y components of aveop1(down(J_x)) and aveop1(down(J_y))
respectively (Figure 6-10). This addition ensures that there is current continuity
between semiconductor and metal, i.e. current density calculated at the boundary
of the semiconductor is forced through the metal.

Figure 6-10: Adding a Normal Current Density node.

h. Similarly, add a Normal Current Density node to the left of the right metal block,
with the values of x and y components of aveop2(down(J_x)) and
aveop2(down(J_y)) respectively.
i. Add a Terminal node to the right boundary of the right metal block (Figure 6-11).
i. Terminal type: Circuit.
ii. Terminal name: 1
iii. Vinit: aveop2(psi0)
The circuit terminal facilitates the integration of the device with the Electrical
Circuit node. aveop2(psi0) is used as initial value which was calculated during
the first run of the simulation using Electrostatics (psi0) physics.

Figure 6-11: Adding a Terminal node.
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9. PDE (n)
a. Discretization: Quartic.
b. Make sure that the initial value spans over all the semiconductor domains Initial
value: n0.
c. Add a Dirichlet Boundary Condition node for both left and right boundary:
(abs(N)/2+sqrt(N^2/4+ni^2))*(N>=0)+ni^2/(abs(N)/2+sqrt
(N^2/4+ni^2))*(N<0).
d. Add a Source node (for all domains): -U.
10. PDE (p)
a. Discretization: Quartic.
b. Make sure that the initial value spans over all the semiconductor domains Initial
value: p0.
c. Add a Dirichlet Boundary Condition node for both left and right boundary:
(abs(N)/2+sqrt(N^2/4+ni^2))*(N<0)+ni^2/(abs(N)/2+sqrt(
N^2/4+ni^2))*(N>=0).
d. Add a Source node (for all domains): -U.
11. Heat transfer (T)
a. Out-of-plane thickness: 50[nm] or appropriate value.
b. Ambient temperature: T0 (T0 has to be defined in Parameter).
c. Discretization: Quartic.
d. Make sure that the initial value spans over all the domains (both semiconductor and
metal).
e. Add Temperature node (with a value of T0) at the external boundary of both the
metal blocks (Figure 6-12).

Figure 6-12: Adding temperature nodes.

f. Add three Heat Source nodes to semiconductor domains with values H_Joule,
H_Recomb, and H_Elec_Conv.
g. Add another Heat Source node to metal domains with a value of
ec.Ex*ec.Jx+ec.Ey*ec.Jy.
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12. Electrical Circuit
a. Voltage source: p = 1, n = 0, voltage = aveop2(psi0). This voltage source is
required to elevate the ground to the initial potential of the right side of the device
(calculated during the first run of the simulation using Electrostatics (psi0)
physics).
b. Resistor: p = 2, n = 1.
c. External I-Terminal: Node = 2, Electric potential = Terminal voltage (ec/term1).
d. The electrical circuit to simulate and its implementation in COMSOL are shown in
Figure 6-13.

Figure 6-13: Circuit implementation in COMSOL.

6.2.3 Study Setup
1. Study 1 {std1}
a. Type: Stationary.
b. In Step1: Stationary node, select psi0, and unselect the rest. Only psi0 is to be
solved in this study.
c. The rest default setups do not need to be changed.
2. Study 2 {std2}
a. Type: Time Dependent.
b. Step1: Time Dependent
i. Physics and Variables Selection
Deselect psi0. Keep the rest selected. All the variables other than
psi0 are to be solved in this study.
ii. Values of Dependent Variables
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Initial values of variables solved for
1.
2.
3.
4.

Settings: User controlled
Method: Initial expression
Study: Study 1 {std1}
Selection: Automatic

Values of variables not solved for
1.
2.
3.
4.

Settings: User controlled
Method: Solution
Study: Study 1 {std1}
Selection: Automatic
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6.3 Appendix C: Additional Numeric Results from the Nonequilibrium Non-isothermal Modeling of Si μ-wire (Chapter 3)

Figure 6-14: Numeric result for different quantities near the end of the applied pulse (90 µs) along a
horizontal cut line made through the middle of the wire (Figure 3-8). Vertical dashed lines represent the
end of the wires. Grey highlighted regions represent molten area. (a) Temperature profile showing a net
asymmetry towards the left (direction of the minority carriers, holes in this case), (b) Electron and hole
concentrations (n and p respectively), (c) Semiconductor parameters: effective density of states at the
conduction and valence band (Nc and Nv respectively) and intrinsic carrier concentration (ni), (d) Local
potential ( , left axis) and electric field (E, right axis), (e) Band-structure showing the collapse at and after
melting near the middle of the wire, conduction band edge (Ec), valence band edge (Ev), electron and hole
quasi-Fermi levels (Fn and Fp respectively), (f) Seebeck coefficient (S) including the electron and hole
contribution (Sn and Sp respectively), (g) Electron current density: drift component (Jn,drift), diffusion
component (Jn,diff), and remaining components of (3.28) (Jn,others), (h) Hole current density: drift component
(Jp,drift), diffusion component (Jp,diff), and remaining components of (3.29) (Jp,others), and (i) Electron, hole,
and total current density (Jn, Jp, and J respectively).
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Figure 6-15: Numeric result for different quantities at the middle of the wire as a function of temperature.
(a) Electron and hole concentrations (n and p respectively), p shows different trajectory during heating and
cooling, b) Band structure: conduction band edge (Ec), valence band edge (Ev), electron and hole quasiFermi levels (Fn and Fp respectively), Fp shows different trajectory during heating and cooling, c) Local
potential ( , left axis) and electric field (E, right axis), d) Semiconductor parameters: effective density of
states at the conduction and valence band (Nc and Nv respectively) and intrinsic carrier concentration (ni),
e) Electron, hole, and total current density (Jn, Jp, and J respectively), f) Electron, hole, and total electrical
conductivity ( , , and respectively).
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6.4 Appendix D: Labview Program - Arbitrary Waveform Generation
and Output
6.4.1 Introduction
A Labview program, used extensively in automated pulsing measurements, was developed during
the course of this study that can draw arbitrary signal waveforms in modular form and administer
a signal generator (Tektronix AFG 3102) to generate and output the composite signal.

6.4.2 Interface

Figure 6-16: Interface of the “arbitrary waveform generator and output” program.
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6.4.3 Description of Different Signal Types
The “arbitrary waveform generation and output” program (Figure 6-16) can generate 10 blocks of
signal and make a composite signal. Each block has its own turn on/off switch. Alternatively, it
can generate and arbitrary waveform based on the time-voltage information saved in a text file.
Waveforms can be selected using the ‘regular/arbitrary’ switch. Additionally, some basic setups
(such as: vertical position of the channels, input impedances, voltage resolution, trigger setup etc.)
for the oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 4104) can be controlled in the program as well. The required
value for each signal type is listed in the following:
Signal
type

Start
amp

End
amp

Offset

ON time

Period

Step
time

Total
time

DC

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Pulse

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

√

Sine

√

√

√

N/A

√

√

√

Square

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Triangular

√

√

√

N/A

√

√

√

Figure 6-17 explains the relevance of different properties, such as: Start amp, End amp, Offset,
ON time, Period, Step time, and Total time, for different types of signals.
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Figure 6-17: Different signal types and their properties.
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6.4.4 Matlab Code Body
This Matlab code is a part of the “arbitrary waveform generation and output” Labview program.
This code is used for generating the actual data points for the composite signals based on the user
input.
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Version 1: 2015/11/08
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% 1. This is a code segment used in a Labview program which (Labview
%

program) is used to generate any arbitrary signal composed of dc,

%

pulse, sinusoid, square, and/or triangular blocks.

% 2. The signal is generated by Tektronix AFG 3102 using its arbitrary
%

waveform generation function.

% 3. The total number of points AFG 3102 can provide is 131072.
% 4. This Matlab code takes specifications of different blocks of the
%

composite signal (signal type, starting amplitude, ending amplitude,

%

offset, time of each step, frequency, and total time) from Labview.

% 4. It then calls different functions based on the signal type to generate
%

the total signal.

% 5. The program does not provide the time data (they are not required),
%

only the signal data points are output to the Labview code.

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% 1. 'regular_input' is a variable where Labview would send the signal
%

specifications of the regular waveform.

% 2. 'regular_input' will be converted from string to number in 'inputs'
%

variable.

inputs = str2num(input_variable);
clear active signal_type start_amp end_amp offset on_time period step_time;
clear total_time points_per_block last_value padding;
% 1. Segregate different fields of each signal block.
% 2. As there are 9 fields in each block the code is flexible to the number
%

of blocks.

for i = 1:length(inputs)/9
active(i) = inputs(9*(i-1)+1);
end
j = 1;
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for i = 1:length(active)
if active(i) == 1
signal_type(j) = inputs(9*(i-1)+2);
start_amp(j) = inputs(9*(i-1)+3)*1e-3;
end_amp(j) = inputs(9*(i-1)+4)*1e-3;
offset(j) = inputs(9*(i-1)+5)*1e-3;
on_time(j) = inputs(9*(i-1)+6)*1e-6;
period(j) = inputs(9*(i-1)+7)*1e-6;
step_time(j) = inputs(9*(i-1)+8)*1e-6;
total_time(j) = inputs(9*i)*1e-6;
j = j + 1;
end
end
% Check whether any of the time inputted is negative.
for i = 1:length(on_time)
if on_time(i) < 0
on_time(i) = 0;
end
if period(i) < 0
period(i) = 0;
end
if step_time(i) < 0
step_time(i) = 0;
end
if total_time(i) < 0
total_time(i) = 0;
end
end
% Find out the total time of the composite signal, by adding the
% individual times of each block.
signal_total_time = 0;
for i = 1:length(total_time)
signal_total_time = signal_total_time + total_time(i);
end
% 1. Initialize the variables.
% 2. 'total_signal' is the vector to be output to Labview. Its size is
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%

131072 (2^17) specified by the signal generator resolution.

% 3. 'last_signal_index' is used to track the last index of each block.
% 4. 'temp' is used to temporarily store the signal data for each block.
% 5. 'del_t' is the time difference between two cosecutive
total_signal = zeros(1,131072);
last_signal_index = 0;
temp = 0;
del_t = signal_total_time/(131072-1)
tp = 0;
for i = 1:length(total_time)
points_per_block(i) = round(total_time(i)/del_t)+1;
tp = tp + points_per_block(i);
end
tp
% 1. This block works only if there is no flag, i.e. total time is 2 ms.
% 2. It is ensured here that if a 'total_time' of a block is 0 or negative
%

that block is not taken into consideration.

% 3. It calls different functions based on the signal type to generate the
%

total signal.

error_flag = 0;
for i = 1:length(signal_type)
clear temp;
if signal_type(i) == 0
temp =
dc_signal(start_amp(i),end_amp(i),offset(i),points_per_block(i));
elseif signal_type(i) == 1
[temp,error_flag] = pulse_signal(start_amp(i),end_amp(i),...
offset(i),step_time(i),total_time(i),del_t,points_per_block(i));
elseif signal_type(i) == 2 && total_time(i) > 0
[temp,error_flag] = sine_signal(start_amp(i),end_amp(i),...
offset(i),period(i),step_time(i),total_time(i),del_t,...
points_per_block(i));
elseif signal_type(i) == 3 && total_time(i) > 0
[temp,error_flag] = square_signal(start_amp(i),end_amp(i),...
offset(i),on_time(i),period(i),step_time(i),total_time(i),...
del_t,points_per_block(i));
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elseif signal_type(i) == 4 && total_time(i) > 0
[temp,error_flag] = triangular_signal(start_amp(i),end_amp(i),...
offset(i),on_time(i),period(i),step_time(i),total_time(i),...
del_t,points_per_block(i));
end
% 1. For the first step the whole 'temp' is inserted into the
'total_signal'
% 2. For later steps the last value of the 'signal' is averaged with the
%

first value of 'temp' and the rest of the temp is inserted

if i == 1
temp;

total_signal(last_signal_index+1 : last_signal_index+length(temp)) =
last_signal_index = last_signal_index + length(temp);

else
total_signal(last_signal_index : last_signal_index+length(temp)-1) =
temp(1:end);
%
total_signal(last_signal_index) = (total_signal(last_signal_index) +
temp(1))/2;
last_signal_index = last_signal_index + length(temp) - 1;
end
if error_flag ~= 0
break
end
end
if error_flag ~= 0
if error_flag == 11
error_string = 'PULSE waveform: Total time should be greater than or
equal to Step time.'
elseif error_flag == 21
error_string = 'SINE waveform: Total time should be greater than or
equal to Step time.'
elseif error_flag == 22
error_string = 'SINE waveform: Step time should be greater than or
equal to Period.'
elseif error_flag == 31
error_string = 'SQUARE waveform: Total time should be greater than or
equal to Step time.'
elseif error_flag == 32
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error_string = 'SQUARE waveform: Step time should be greater than or
equal to Period.'
elseif error_flag == 33
time.'

error_string = 'SQUARE waveform: Period should be greater than ON

elseif error_flag == 41
error_string = 'TRIANGULAR waveform: Total time should be greater
than or equal to Step time.'
elseif error_flag == 42
error_string = 'TRIANGULAR waveform: Step time should be greater than
or equal to Period.'
elseif error_flag == 43
time.'

error_string = 'TRIANGULAR waveform: Period should be greater than ON

end
else
% Compare signal points generated with 131072 and make corrections
length(total_signal)
if length(total_signal) < 131072
last_value = total_signal(end);
padding = ones(1,131072-length(total_signal))*last_value;
total_signal = [total_signal padding];
else
total_signal = total_signal(1:131072);
end
time = (0:131071)*del_t;
end
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6.4.5 Matlab Functions
These functions are called on by the main Matlab code (residing inside the Labview program) in
accordance to the user input for the signal type. For example, if the signal type selected is ‘sine’,
sine_signal will be called on, and so on. These functions have to be copied in a folder, and the path
of the folder has to be added in Matlab path (Home  Set path).
6.4.5.1 dc_signal
function [signal] = dc_signal(start_amp,end_amp,offset,points_per_block);
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Version 1: 2014/07/23
% Version 2: 2015/11/09
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% 1. This is a user-defined function to be used in
%

'Arbitrary_Signal_Generator.m'

% 2. It generates a dc signal.
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Generate the signal for this block
signal = ones(1,points_per_block);
for i = 1:points_per_block
signal(i) = start_amp+(i-1)*(start_amp-end_amp)/(1-points_per_block)...
+offset;
end
end

6.4.5.2 pulse_signal
function [signal, error_flag] = pulse_signal(start_amp, end_amp, offset,...
step_time,total_time,del_t,points_per_block)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Version 1: 2014/07/23
% Version 2: 2015/11/10
% Version 3: 2019/01/13 - Oversampling during generating the signal is
% introduced
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
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% 1. This is a user-defined function to be used in
%

'Arbitrary_Signal_Generator.m'

% 2. It generates a pulse signal.
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Input error check
% 1. Total time should be greater than or equal to Step time.
% 2. Step time should be greater than or equal to Period.
% 3. The code will only run if there is no error with the parameters. In
%

case of error the function will terminate and ouput error code.

multiplier = 100;

% Multiplier for up sampling

del_t = del_t/multiplier;

% Up sampling of the signal

error_flag = 0;
if total_time < step_time
error_flag = 11;
end
% If there is no error then signal for this block is calculated. Otherwise
% error flag and zero signal are returned.
if error_flag == 0
% 1. Generate the signal parameters for this block
% 2. User may input parameters that create non integer numbers. Hence
%

everything is rounded.

number_of_steps = round(total_time/step_time);
points_per_step = round(step_time/del_t);
% Calculate amplitude difference between consecutive steps
if number_of_steps == 1
amp_diff = 0;

% So that divide-by-zero does not occur

else
amp_diff = (end_amp - start_amp)/(number_of_steps-1);
end
% Initialize the variable 'signal'
signal = ones(1,points_per_block)*offset;
% Create the signal using 'square' function
for i = 1:number_of_steps
signal_index = points_per_step*(i-1)+1:points_per_step*i;
amplitude = start_amp + amp_diff*(i-1);
signal(signal_index) = amplitude + offset;
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end
else
signal = 0;
end
signal = signal(1:multiplier:end);

% Down-sampling of the signal

end

6.4.5.3 sine_signal
function [signal, error_flag] = sine_signal(start_amp,end_amp,offset,...
period,step_time,total_time,del_t,points_per_block)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Version 1: 2014/07/23
% Version 2: 2015/11/09
% Version 3: 2019/01/13 - Oversampling during generating the signal is
% introduced
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% 1. This is a user-defined function to be used in
%

'Arbitrary_Signal_Generator.m'

% 2. It generates a sinusoidal signal.
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Input error check
% 1. Total time should be greater than or equal to Step time.
% 2. Step time should be greater than or equal to Period.
% 3. The code will only run if there is no error with the parameters. In
%

case of error the function will terminate and ouput error code.

multiplier = 100;

% Multiplier for up sampling

del_t = del_t/multiplier;

% Up sampling of the signal

error_flag = 0;
if total_time < step_time
error_flag = 21;
elseif step_time < period
error_flag = 22;
end
% If there is no error then signal for this block is calculated. Otherwise
% error flag and zero signal are returned
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if error_flag == 0
% Generate the signal parameters for this block
% 1. User may input parameters that create non integer numbers. Hence
%

everything is rounded.

number_of_steps = round(total_time/step_time);
points_per_step = round(step_time/del_t);
f = 1/period;
% Calculate amplitude difference between consecutive steps
if number_of_steps == 1
amp_diff = 0;

% So that divide-by-zero does not occur

else
amp_diff = (end_amp - start_amp)/(number_of_steps-1);
end
% Initialize the variable 'signal'
signal = ones(1,points_per_block)*offset;
% Create the signal using 'sin' function
for i = 1:number_of_steps
signal_index = points_per_step*(i-1)+1:points_per_step*i;
t = signal_index*del_t;
amplitude = start_amp + amp_diff*(i-1);
signal(signal_index) = amplitude*(sin(2*pi*f*t)) + offset;
end
% Convert the last point of the signal to 'offset' values (in case
% the last points are high)
signal(end) = offset;
else
signal = 0;
end
signal = signal(1:multiplier:end);

% Down-sampling of the signal

end

6.4.5.4 square_signal
function [signal, error_flag] = square_signal(start_amp,end_amp,...
offset,on_time,period,step_time,total_time,del_t,points_per_block)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
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% Version 1: 2014/07/23
% Version 2: 2015/11/09
% Version 3: 2019/01/13 - Oversampling during generating the signal is
% introduced
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% 1. This is a user-defined function to be used in
%

'Arbitrary_Signal_Generator.m'

% 2. It generates a pulse signal.
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Input error check
% 1. Total time should be greater than or equal to Step time.
% 2. Step time should be greater than or equal to Period.
% 3. Period should be greater than ON time.
% 4. The code will only run if there is no error with the parameters. In
%

case of error the function will terminate and ouput error code.

multiplier = 100;

% Multiplier for up sampling

del_t = del_t/multiplier;

% Up sampling of the signal

error_flag = 0;
if total_time < step_time
error_flag = 31;
elseif step_time < period
error_flag = 32;
elseif period <= on_time
error_flag = 33;
end
% If there is no error then signal for this block is calculated. Otherwise
% error flag and zero signal are returned.
if error_flag == 0
% 1. Generate the signal parameters for this block
% 2. User may input parameters that create non integer numbers. Hence
%

everything is rounded.

number_of_steps = round(total_time/step_time);
points_per_step = round(step_time/del_t);
f = 1/period;
% Calculate amplitude difference between consecutive steps
if number_of_steps == 1
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amp_diff = 0;

% So that divide-by-zero does not occur

else
amp_diff = (end_amp - start_amp)/(number_of_steps-1);
end
% Initialize the variable 'signal'
signal = ones(1,points_per_block)*offset;
% Calculate duty cycle
duty = on_time/period*100;
% Create the signal using 'square' function
for i = 1:number_of_steps
signal_index = points_per_step*(i-1)+1:points_per_step*i;
t = signal_index*del_t;
amplitude = start_amp + amp_diff*(i-1);
signal(signal_index) = amplitude/2*square(2*pi*f*t,duty)...
+ amplitude/2 + offset;
end
% Convert the last point of the signal to 'offset' values (in case
% the last points are high)
signal(end) = offset;
else
signal = 0;
end
signal = signal(1:multiplier:end);

% Down-sampling of the signal

end

6.4.5.5 triangular_signal
function [signal, error_flag] = triangular_signal(start_amp,end_amp,...
offset,on_time,period,step_time,total_time,del_t,points_per_block)
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Version 1: 2014/07/23
% Version 2: 2015/11/10
% Version 3: 2019/01/13 - Oversampling during generating the signal is
% introduced
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% 1. This is a user-defined function to be used in
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%

'Arbitrary_Signal_Generator.m'

% 2. It generates a triangular signal.
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Input error check
% 1. Total time should be greater than or equal to Step time.
% 2. Step time should be greater than or equal to Period.
% 3. Period should be greater than ON time.
% 4. The code will only run if there is no error with the parameters. In
%

case of error the function will terminate and ouput error code.

multiplier = 100;

% Multiplier for up sampling

del_t = del_t/multiplier;

% Up sampling of the signal

error_flag = 0;
if total_time < step_time
error_flag = 41;
elseif step_time < period
error_flag = 42;
elseif period <= on_time
error_flag = 43;
end
% If there is no error then signal for this block is calculated. Otherwise
% error flag and zero signal are returned.
if error_flag == 0
% 1. Generate the signal parameters for this block
% 2. User may input parameters that create non integer numbers. Hence
%

everything is rounded.

number_of_steps = round(total_time/step_time);
points_per_step = round(step_time/del_t);
f = 1/period;
% Calculate amplitude difference between consecutive steps
if number_of_steps == 1
amp_diff = 0;

% So that divide-by-zero does not occur

else
amp_diff = (end_amp - start_amp)/(number_of_steps-1);
end
% Initialize the variable 'signal'
signal = ones(1,points_per_block)*offset;
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% Calculate duty cycle
duty = on_time/period*100;
% Create the signal using 'square' function
for i = 1:number_of_steps
signal_index = points_per_step*(i-1)+1:points_per_step*i;
t = signal_index*del_t;
amplitude = start_amp + amp_diff*(i-1);
signal(signal_index) = amplitude*sawtooth(2*pi*f*t,0.5)...
+ offset;
end
% Convert the last point of the signal to 'offset' values (in case
% the last points are high)
signal(end) = offset;
else
signal = 0;
end
signal = signal(1:multiplier:end);

% Down-sampling of the signal

end
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6.5 Appendix E: Matlab Code for Calculating the Activation Energy
6.5.1 Extraction of Ea by Cubic Fitting ln(ρ) vs. 1/(kBT) data
This code was used to calculate the temperature dependent activation energy by cubic fitting ln(ρ)
vs. 1/(kBT) data which is shown with the blue line in Figure 4-4 (c).
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Date: 2017/08/04
% Update: 2018/01/02
% Author: Sadid Muneer
% Summery: Calculates activation energy from rho-T data
% Description:
%

* This program chuncks out data from rho-T data

%

* Makes a third order fit of the data segement

%

* Use analytical solution to calculate Ea.

%

* Use terminal value of Ea to calculate ln_rho_0

%

* Start @ Tmelt, assign Ea_melt and go low in temperature (i.e. high in

%

1/(kBT)

% Update: 2018/05/24
%

* Now this code can start at any ref. temp and can go low OR high in

%

temperature.

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
clc
clear
close all
kB = 8.617e-5;

% Boltzmann's constant in eV/K

both_derivative_and_end_point_fix = 'y';
% If 'y' then matches the end point and the derivative of the end point of
% the chunk of fitted data
only_end_point_fix = 'y';
% If 'y' then matches the end point of the chunk of fitted data
want_to_plot_intermediate_steps = 'n';
% If 'y' then intermediate result will be plotted
% ---------------------- Data input to the memory ----------------------- %
% Assign file path where the input-file is
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path = 'F:\Data\';
% Create path of input-file
inputFile = [path, 'rho_T_data_High_Speed.txt'];
% Read data file and put 1/kT and ln(rho) in matlab variables
[T rho] = textread(inputFile,...
'%f %f','headerlines',1,'delimiter','\t');
% Put T and ln(rho) in a matrix
data_T_ln_rho = horzcat(T, log(rho));
% Create another matrix to put 1/kT and ln(rho) data
data_kT_inv_ln_rho = data_T_ln_rho;
% Change the first column data from to to 1/kT
% Remember the data_kT_inv_ln_rho is sort descended
data_kT_inv_ln_rho(:,1) = 1./(kB*data_T_ln_rho(:,1));
% Sort data_kT_inv_ln_rho wrt the first column
data_kT_inv_ln_rho = sortrows(data_kT_inv_ln_rho);
% Put kT_inv and ln_rho data in vectors for easier notations
data_kT_inv = data_kT_inv_ln_rho(:,1);
data_ln_rho = data_kT_inv_ln_rho(:,2);
% --------------------------- Plot input data --------------------------- %
figure(1)
plot(data_kT_inv_ln_rho(:,1),data_kT_inv_ln_rho(:,2),'ro',...
'LineWidth',2);
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('ln(\rho)')
grid on;
addTopXAxis('expression', '1./(kB*argu)','xLabStr', 'T (K)');
% 'addTopXAxis' is an user defined function that adds a top axis (here
% temperaure). This function needs to be in the Matlab folder to execute
% this code.
% ----------------------- Some initiallizations ------------------------- %
T_ref = 858;
% 'Tmelt' is the melting temperature from Lhacence's measurement
Ea_ref = 1.5*kB*T_ref;

% Ea at melt

total_data_points = length(T);
n_win = 5;
n_shift = 1;

% n_win = number of data points per window
% n_shift = number of data points shifted per iteration
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% n_iteration_max = Maximum number of iteration possible
n_iteration_max = floor(total_data_points/n_win);
n_iteration_manual = 100000; % Manually set iteration number
% n_iteration = number of iteraion = n_iteration_manual if
% n_iteration_manual is smaller than the maximum iteration possible
n_iteration = min(n_iteration_max,n_iteration_manual);
% n_interp is the number of points per window for data reconstruction by
% interpolation
n_interp = 80;
% Find the data point closest to reference temerature
ref_kT_inv = 1/(kB*T_ref);
[c index] = min(abs(data_kT_inv-ref_kT_inv));
% common_text is used in different figures
common_text = [num2str(total_data_points),' point data, ',...
num2str(n_win),' point window, ',num2str(n_shift),' point shift',];
% Make dummy variables
extracted_Ea = ones(1,total_data_points);
extracted_ln_rho_0 = extracted_Ea;
extracted_kT_inv = extracted_Ea;
% --------------- Fitting data for kT_inv >= ref_kT_inv ----------------- %
% Seperate data for kT_inv >= ref_kT_inv
data_kT_inv_tmp = data_kT_inv(index:end);
data_ln_rho_tmp = data_ln_rho(index:end);
figure(1)
hold on
plot(data_kT_inv_tmp, data_ln_rho_tmp,'r--','LineWidth',2)
hold off
legend('data points','data above 1/kT_{ref} (eV^-^1)','location','best')
i = 0;

% Iteration number for the while loops

% 'start_index' defines the starting point of inserting extraxted Ea
% and ln_rho_0 in the 'extracted_Ea' & "extracted_ln_rho_0' variables
% respectively
start_index = index;
% The following while loop continues until the remaining data is greater
% than the window size OR numberber of iteration is less than the maximum
% iteration number allowed
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while length(data_kT_inv_tmp) >= n_win & i < n_iteration_manual
i = i + 1;
% kT_inv_win = kT_inv points in ith iteration
kT_inv_win = data_kT_inv_tmp(1:n_win);
x = kT_inv_win; % Just to simplify notation
% ln_rho_win = ln_rho points in ith iteration
ln_rho_win = data_ln_rho_tmp(1:n_win);
% Create data block for the next iteration
% Get rid of n_shift from the data points
data_kT_inv_tmp = data_kT_inv_tmp(1+n_shift:end);
data_ln_rho_tmp = data_ln_rho_tmp(1+n_shift:end);
% Make a third order fit for the data in the window
if i == 1

% For the first iteration no fixing is required

f = polyfix(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,3,[],[],[],[]);
else
if both_derivative_and_end_point_fix == 'y'
f = polyfix(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,3,xfix(i-1),...
yfix(i-1),xder(i-1),dydx(i-1));
elseif only_end_point_fix == 'y'
f = polyfix(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,3,xfix(i-1),yfix(i-1),[],[]);
else
f = polyfix(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,3,[],[],[],[]);
end
end
a = f(1); b = f(2); c = f(3); d = f(4);
% ln_rho_fit_win = fitted waveform
ln_rho_fit_win = polyval(f,kT_inv_win);
% d_ln_rho_fit_win = derivative of 'ln_rho_fit_win' wrt 'kT_inv_win'
d_ln_rho_fit_win =

3*a*x.^2 + 2*b*x + c;

% Assign initial x-, y-coordinates, and derivative for next iteration
xfix(i) = kT_inv_win(1+n_shift);
yfix(i) = ln_rho_fit_win(1+n_shift);
xder(i) = kT_inv_win(1+n_shift);
dydx(i) = d_ln_rho_fit_win(1+n_shift);
% *

The actication energy at T_ref is Ea_ref eV.

% *

This value is set as the lower limit for Ea for the first
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%

iteration.

% *

For the subsequent iteration the lower limit is

%

previous iteration

obtained from the

if i == 1
Ea_lower_limit(i) = Ea_ref;
x1 = 1/(kB*T_ref); % x1 = start x-point
else
x1 = kT_inv_win(1);
end
konst = (Ea_lower_limit(i)-a*x1^2- b*x1 -c) * x1;
% x_i = interpolated value of x
x_i = linspace(x(1),x(end),n_interp)';
ln_rho_fit_win_i = polyval(f,x_i);
% Ea_win is the Ea vector for i-th iteration
Ea_win = a*x.^2 + b*x + c + konst./x;
% Ea_win_i is the interpolated Ea vector for i-th iteration
Ea_win_i = a*x_i.^2 + b*x_i + c + konst./x_i;
% Setting up Ea_lower_limit for the next iteration
Ea_lower_limit(i+1) = Ea_win(1+n_shift);
ln_rho_0_win = ones(1,n_win)*(d-konst);
ln_rho_0_win_i = ones(1,n_interp)*(d-konst);
kT_inv_win_i = x_i;
% index_range sets up the location to save data to apropriate vectors
% for this iteration
index_range = start_index : start_index + n_win - 1;
% Saving data
extracted_Ea(index_range) = Ea_win;
extracted_kT_inv(index_range) = kT_inv_win;
extracted_ln_rho_0(index_range) = ln_rho_0_win;
ln_rho_fit_win_i = polyval(f,x_i);
ln_rho_recons_win_i = ln_rho_0_win_i' + Ea_win_i.*x_i;
% Modify the start index for the next iteration
start_index = start_index + n_shift;
% index_range_i sets up the location to save interpolated data to
% apropriate vectors for this iteration
% For the first iteration the index start at 1, and the size of the
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% data window for interpolated data is n_interp
if i == 1
index_range_i = 1 : n_interp;
% For the subsequent iterations, the index start at a point where
% interpolated_kT_inv becomes equal to the first value of kT_inv
% of the window
else
[c index_i] = min(abs(interpolated_kT_inv1-x_i(1)));
index_range_i = index_i : index_i + n_interp - 1;
end
% Saving data
interpolated_Ea1(index_range_i) = Ea_win_i;
interpolated_kT_inv1(index_range_i) = x_i;
interpolated_T1(index_range_i) = 1./(kB*x_i);
interpolated_ln_rho_01(index_range_i) = ln_rho_0_win_i';
interpolated_ln_rho1(index_range_i) = ln_rho_recons_win_i;
% Plotting per iteration
if want_to_plot_intermediate_steps == 'y'
% Plot the data and the fit
figure(2)
plot(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,'o-',kT_inv_win,ln_rho_fit_win)
legend('off')
legend('Data points','3^r^d order fit','Location','best')
hold on
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('ln(\rho)')
grid on;
% Plot Ea
figure(3)
plot(kT_inv_win,Ea_win,'o-')
hold on
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('E_A (eV), at data points')
grid on;
% Plot ln_rho_0
figure(4)
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plot(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_0_win,'o-')
hold on
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('ln(\rho_0), at data points')
grid on;
% Plot interpolated Ea
figure(5)
plot(1./(kB*x_i),Ea_win_i)
hold on
xlabel('T (K)')
ylabel('E_A (eV), interpolated')
grid on;
end
end
% --------------- Fitting data for kT_inv <= ref_kT_inv ----------------- %
% Seperate data for kT_inv <= ref_kT_inv
data_kT_inv_tmp = data_kT_inv(1:index);
data_ln_rho_tmp = data_ln_rho(1:index);
figure(1)
hold on
plot(data_kT_inv_tmp, data_ln_rho_tmp,'g--','LineWidth',2)
hold off
legend('data points','data above 1/kT_{ref} (eV^-^1)',...
'data below 1/kT_{ref} (eV^-^1)','location','best')
i = 0;
% 'end_index' defines the ending point of inserting extraxted Ea and
% ln_rho_0 in the 'extracted_Ea' & "extracted_ln_rho_0' variables
% respectively
end_index = index;
% The following while loop continues until the remaining data is greater
% than the window size OR numberber of iteration is less than the maximum
% iteration number allowed
while length(data_kT_inv_tmp) >= n_win & i < n_iteration_manual
i = i + 1;
% kT_inv_win = kT_inv points in ith iteration
kT_inv_win = data_kT_inv_tmp(end-n_win+1:end);
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x = kT_inv_win; % Just to simplify notation
% ln_rho_win = ln_rho points in ith iteration
ln_rho_win = data_ln_rho_tmp(end-n_win+1:end);
% Create data block for the next iteration
% Get rid of n_shift from the data points
data_kT_inv_tmp = data_kT_inv_tmp(1:end-n_shift);
data_ln_rho_tmp = data_ln_rho_tmp(1:end-n_shift);
% Make a third order fit for the data in the window
if i == 1

% For the first iteration no fixing is required

f = polyfix(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,3,[],[],[],[]);
else
if both_derivative_and_end_point_fix == 'y'
f = polyfix(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,3,xfix(i-1),...
yfix(i-1),xder(i-1),dydx(i-1));
elseif only_end_point_fix == 'y'
f = polyfix(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,3,xfix(i-1),yfix(i-1),[],[]);
else
f = polyfix(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,3,[],[],[],[]);
end
end
a = f(1); b = f(2); c = f(3); d = f(4);
% ln_rho_fit_win = fitted waveform
ln_rho_fit_win = polyval(f,kT_inv_win);
% d_ln_rho_fit_win = derivative of 'ln_rho_fit_win' wrt 'kT_inv_win'
d_ln_rho_fit_win =

3*a*x.^2 + 2*b*x + c;

% Assign initial x-,y-coordinates and derivative for next iteration
xfix(i) = kT_inv_win(end-n_shift);
yfix(i) = ln_rho_fit_win(end-n_shift);
xder(i) = kT_inv_win(end-n_shift);
dydx(i) = d_ln_rho_fit_win(end-n_shift);
% *

The actication energy at T_ref is Ea_ref eV.

% *

This value is set as the upper limit for Ea for the first

%

iteration.

% *

For the subsequent iteration the upper limit is

%

previous iteration

if i == 1
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obtained from the

Ea_upper_limit(i) = Ea_ref;
x1 = 1/(kB*T_ref); % x1 = end x-point
else
x1 = kT_inv_win(end);
end
konst = (Ea_upper_limit(i)-a*x1^2- b*x1 -c) * x1;
% x_i = interpolated value of x
x_i = linspace(x(1),x(end),n_interp)';
ln_rho_fit_win_i = polyval(f,x_i);
% Ea_win is the Ea vector for i-th iteration
Ea_win = a*x.^2 + b*x + c + konst./x;
Ea_win_i = a*x_i.^2 + b*x_i + c + konst./x_i;
% Setting up Ea_upper_limit for the next iteration
Ea_upper_limit(i+1) = Ea_win(end-n_shift);
ln_rho_0_win = ones(1,n_win)*(d-konst);
ln_rho_0_win_i = ones(1,n_interp)*(d-konst);
kT_inv_win_i = x_i;
% index_range sets up the location to save data to apropriate vectors
% for this iteration
index_range = end_index - n_win + 1 : end_index;
% Saving data
extracted_Ea(index_range) = Ea_win;
extracted_kT_inv(index_range) = kT_inv_win;
extracted_ln_rho_0(index_range) = ln_rho_0_win;
ln_rho_fit_win_i = polyval(f,x_i);
ln_rho_recons_win_i = ln_rho_0_win_i' + Ea_win_i.*x_i;
% Modify the end index for the next iteration
end_index = end_index - n_shift;
% index_range_i sets up the location to save interpolated data to
% apropriate vectors for this iteration
% For the first iteration the index start at a certain large value,
% and the size of the data window for interpolated data is n_interp
slv = 50000;
% 'slv' is a sufficiently large value used for the initial index to
% start saving the data. The index will be decreased for the next
% iterations, hence a slv is required to start with
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if i == 1
index_range_i = slv : slv + n_interp-1;
% For the subsequent iterations, the index start at a point where
% interpolated_kT_inv becomes equal to the last value of kT_inv
% of the window
else
[c index_i] = min(abs(interpolated_kT_inv2-x_i(end)));
index_range_i = index_i - n_interp + 1 : index_i;
end
% Saving data
interpolated_Ea2(index_range_i) = Ea_win_i;
interpolated_kT_inv2(index_range_i) = x_i;
interpolated_T2(index_range_i) = 1./(kB*x_i);
interpolated_ln_rho_02(index_range_i) = ln_rho_0_win_i';
interpolated_ln_rho2(index_range_i) = ln_rho_recons_win_i;
% Plotting per iteration
if want_to_plot_intermediate_steps == 'y'
% Plot the data and the fit
figure(2)
plot(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_win,'o-',kT_inv_win,ln_rho_fit_win)
legend('off')
legend('Data points','3^r^d order fit','Location','best')
hold on
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('ln(\rho)')
grid on;
% Plot Ea
figure(3)
plot(kT_inv_win,Ea_win,'o-')
hold on
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('E_A (eV), at data points')
grid on;
% Plot ln_rho_0
figure(4)
plot(kT_inv_win,ln_rho_0_win,'o-')
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hold on
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('ln(\rho_0), at data points')
grid on;
% Plot interpolated Ea
figure(5)
% axis([20 100 -100 100])
plot(1./(kB*x_i),Ea_win_i)
hold on
xlabel('T (K)')
ylabel('E_A (eV), interpolated')
grid on;
end
end
% -------------------- Saving data from 2 while loops ------------------- %
% Get rid of all the zero from the interpolated data vector for the second
% while loop
if exist('interpolated_Ea2','var') == 1
a = find(interpolated_Ea2);
start_index2 = a(1);
interpolated_Ea2 = interpolated_Ea2(start_index2:end);
interpolated_kT_inv2 = interpolated_kT_inv2(start_index2:end);
interpolated_T2 = interpolated_T2(start_index2:end);
interpolated_ln_rho_02 = interpolated_ln_rho_02(start_index2:end);
interpolated_ln_rho2 = interpolated_ln_rho2(start_index2:end);
end
% Concatanating data coming from two loops
if exist('interpolated_Ea1','var') == 1 && exist('interpolated_Ea2','var')
interpolated_Ea = horzcat(interpolated_Ea2, interpolated_Ea1)';
interpolated_kT_inv = ...
horzcat(interpolated_kT_inv2,interpolated_kT_inv1)';
interpolated_T = horzcat(interpolated_T2,interpolated_T1)';
interpolated_ln_rho_0 = ...
horzcat(interpolated_ln_rho_02,interpolated_ln_rho_01)';
interpolated_ln_rho = ...
horzcat(interpolated_ln_rho2,interpolated_ln_rho1)';
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elseif exist('interpolated_Ea1','var') == 1
interpolated_Ea = interpolated_Ea1';
interpolated_kT_inv = interpolated_kT_inv1';
interpolated_T = interpolated_T1';
interpolated_ln_rho_0 = interpolated_ln_rho_01';
interpolated_ln_rho = interpolated_ln_rho1';
else
interpolated_Ea = interpolated_Ea2';
interpolated_kT_inv = interpolated_kT_inv2';
interpolated_T = interpolated_T2';
interpolated_ln_rho_0 = interpolated_ln_rho_02';
interpolated_ln_rho = interpolated_ln_rho2';
end
data_i_want = horzcat(interpolated_T,interpolated_Ea);
data_i_want = sortrows(data_i_want);
% ---------------------- Plot the data and the fit ---------------------- %
% ln(rho) vs. 1/kB*T: data and fit
figure(11)
plot(data_kT_inv,data_ln_rho,'o')
hold on
plot(interpolated_kT_inv,interpolated_ln_rho,'r','LineWidth',2)
legend('off')
legend('Data points','Reconstructed','Location','best')
hold on
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('ln(\rho)')
grid on;
text_positioning(common_text)
% ln(rho) vs. T: data and fit
figure(12)
plot(T,log(rho),'o')
hold on
plot(interpolated_T,interpolated_ln_rho,'r','LineWidth',2)
legend('Data points','Reconstructed','Location','best')
xlabel('T (K)')
ylabel('ln (\rho)')
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text_positioning(common_text)
% Extracted Ea vs. 1/kB*T
figure(13)
plot(data_kT_inv,extracted_Ea,'o')
hold on
plot(interpolated_kT_inv,interpolated_Ea,'r','LineWidth',2)
hold off
xlabel('1/kT (eV^-^1)')
ylabel('E_A (eV)')
legend('Ea (at data points)','Interpolated Ea','Location','best')
text_positioning(common_text)
% Extracted Ea vs. T
figure(14)
plot(1./(kB*data_kT_inv),extracted_Ea,'o')
hold on
plot(interpolated_T,interpolated_Ea,'r','LineWidth',2)
hold off
xlabel('T (K)')
ylabel('E_A (eV)')
legend('Ea (at data points)','Interpolated Ea','Location','best')
text_positioning(common_text)
% 'text_positioning' function automatically paste the common text to the
% figures
function text_positioning(common_text)
xl = xlim;
yl = ylim;
xpos = xl(1) + 0.1*(xl(2)-xl(1));
ypos = yl(1) + 0.1*(yl(2)-yl(1));
text(xpos,ypos,common_text)
end
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6.5.2 Extraction of Ea by Linear Fitting ln(ρ) vs. T data
This code was used to calculate the temperature dependent activation energy by linear fitting ln(ρ)
vs. T data which is shown with the red line in Figure 4-4 (c).
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
% Date: 2017/10/12
% Author: Sadid Muneer
% Summery: Calculates activation energy by fitting a line to rho-T data
% Output: The file writes T, Wa, 1.5kBT in Activation_energy_linear.txt
% Derivation:
%

* rho = rho0*exp(Ea/(kB*T)) = rho1*exp(alpha*T)

%

* ln(rho) = ln(rho0) + Ea/(kB*T) = ln(rho1) + alpha*T

%

* Ea = kB*T*(alpha*T + ln(rho1) - ln(rho0))

%

* alpha and ln(rho1) are found from a linear fit of ln(rho) vs. T

%

* To claculate ln(rho0) we need to know Ea_ref at T_ref

%

* ln(rho0) = alpha*T_ref + ln(rho1) - Ea_ref/(kB*T_ref)

%
* Ea = kB*T*{alpha*T + ln(rho1) - (alpha*T_ref + ln(rho1) Ea_ref/(kB*T_ref))}
%

or

%

* Ea = kB*T*{alpha*(T-T_ref) + Ea_ref/(kB*T_ref))}

% Last update: 2017/12/18
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------- %
clc
clear
close all
kB = 8.6173303e-5;

% Boltzmann's constant in eV/K

% ---------------------- Data input to the memory ----------------------- %
% Assign file path where the input-file is
path = 'F:\Data\';
% Create path of input-file
inputFile = [path, 'rho_T_data_High_Speed.txt'];
% Read data file and put T and ln(rho) in matlab variables
[T_data rho] = textread(inputFile,...
'%f %f','headerlines',1,'delimiter','\t');
ln_rho = log(rho);
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% --------------------------- Plot input data --------------------------- %
figure(1)
plot(T_data,ln_rho,'ro','LineWidth',2)
xlabel('T (K)')
ylabel('ln(\rho)')
grid on;
hold on;
% ---------------- Do a linear fit of ln_rho vs. T data

---------------- %

f = polyfit(T_data,ln_rho,1);
alpha = f(1);
ln_rho1 = f(2);
% Difining temperature variable
T = 1:1000;
kB_T_inv = 1./(kB*T);
Tmelt = 858;
% 'Tmelt' is the melting temperature from Lhacence's measurement
% --------- Calculte Ea and ln_rho_0 for Ea@Tmelt = 1.5*kB*Tmelt -------- %
one_half_kT = 1.5*kB*T; % This is for plotting 1.5kT Vs. T
% Actual calculation of Ea
[Ea_melt_one_half_kT,ln_rho0_one_half_kT] = Ea_cacl(T, alpha, ln_rho1,...
Tmelt, 3/2*kB*Tmelt);
% Reconstruction of ln(rho) vs. T using calculated Ea
ln_rho_reconstructed_one_half_kT = ln_rho0_one_half_kT + ...
Ea_melt_one_half_kT./(kB*T);
% Display results in command window
display('-----------------------')
display('Ea = 1.5 kB*T at melt')
display('-----------------------')
display(['Ea = kB*T*(',num2str(alpha),'*T + ',...
num2str(ln_rho1-ln_rho0_one_half_kT),')'])
[MAX,I] = max(Ea_melt_one_half_kT);
display(['Ea_max = ',num2str(MAX),' eV @ T = ',num2str(T(I)),' K'])
% ---------- Calculte Ea and ln_rho_0 for Ea@Tmelt = 3*kB*Tmelt --------- %
three_kT = 3*kB*T; % This is for plotting 3kT Vs. T
% Actual calculation of Ea
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[Ea_melt_three_kT,ln_rho0_three_kT] = Ea_cacl(T, alpha, ln_rho1,...
Tmelt, 3*kB*Tmelt);
% Display results in command window
display(' ')
display(' ')
display('---------------------')
display('Ea = 3 kB*T at melt')
display('---------------------')
display(['Ea = kB*T*(',num2str(alpha),'*T + ',...
num2str(ln_rho1-ln_rho0_three_kT),')'])
[MAX,I] = max(Ea_melt_three_kT);
display(['Ea_max = ',num2str(MAX),' eV @ T = ',num2str(T(I)),' K'])
display(' ')
% ----------------- Plot calculated activation energies ----------------- %
figure(2)
plot(T,Ea_melt_one_half_kT,'r','Linewidth',1)
hold on
plot(T,Ea_melt_three_kT,'b','Linewidth',1)
plot(T,one_half_kT,'r--','Linewidth',1)
plot(T,three_kT,'b--','Linewidth',1)
grid on
hold off
legend('E_a (=1.5k_BT@melt)','E_a (=3k_BT@melt)','1.5*k_B*T', '3*k_B*T',...
'location','west')
ylabel('Energy (eV)')
xlabel('T (K)')
% --------------------- Plot reconstructed ln(rho) ---------------------- %
figure(3)
plot(T,ln_rho_reconstructed_one_half_kT,'LineWidth',2)
hold on
plot(T_data,ln_rho,'o','LineWidth',2)
xl = xlim;
yl = ylim;
xpos = xl(1) + 0.1*(xl(2)-xl(1));
ypos = yl(1) + 0.1*(yl(2)-yl(1));
legend('Reconstructed ln(\rho)','Experimental data','Location','NorthEast')
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xlabel('T (K)')
ylabel('ln (\rho)')
% ----------------------------- Save results ---------------------------- %
my_data = horzcat(T',Ea_melt_one_half_kT',one_half_kT');
data_table = table(T',Ea_melt_one_half_kT',one_half_kT',...
'VariableNames',{'Temperature' 'Ea' 'OneHalfkBT'});
writetable(data_table,[path,'\Activation_energy_linear.txt']);
% ------------------------- Function definition ------------------------- %
function [Ea,ln_rho0] = Ea_cacl(T, alpha, ln_rho1, T_ref, Ea_ref)
kB = 8.6173303e-5;

% Boltzmann's constant in eV/K

Ea = kB*T.*(alpha*(T-T_ref) + Ea_ref/(kB*T_ref));
ln_rho0 = alpha*T_ref

+ ln_rho1 - Ea_ref/(kB*T_ref);

end
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